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The purpose ofthis project was to begin an intentional effort to retrieve the ministry
offaith healing through using a Christian education model to educate/train clergy and laity.
The model was comprised of Sacred Scripture, church tradition, individuals from the
Christian community experiences, and conversation voices from theologians, former and
contemporaries; including medical scientists. The model was presented in the manual titled,
Faith Healing Ministry: A Christian Education Modelfor Clergy and Laity.
The premise is that many church leaders fail to model the ministry of Jesus in
liberating folk who are ill within their congregations. Christian education is necessary to
retrieve the ministry of faith healing with integrity and accountability because of fear and
suspicion due to deception and fraudulent acts. In other words, some in the pastoral and lay
leadership are fearful to engage in faith healing because ofcontroversy due to misuse ofthe
gifts and abuse of recipients in that area of ministry. One way to change negative attitudes
about the ministry of faith healing is through Christian education.
Seminars were conducted over a period of six weeks with a group participation of
sixteen clergy and laity who completed questionnaires concerning their knowledge of and
involvement in faith healing. The seminar sessions were taught by the researcher and the
author of the manual. One theme addressed consistently: Faith healing should be an
intentional ministry ofthe Christian church to bring holistic well-being and soundness to the
congregants.
The church reformers have influenced theologians and church leaders for centuries
taking the theoretical position that the gifts and miracles ceased being used in the church
between the first and third century. The researcher demonstrated the influence their theory
has had on some Protestant denominations in regards to the lack of faith healing practiced
even in our contemporary society. The assumption is, the group that participated in the
project are able to understand theoretical positions taken by some and can now take a stance
to support their beliefs and values in regards to faith healing.
The Sacred Scriptures, some Christian traditions, former and contemporary
theologians, as well as physicians and scientists demonstrates evidence of how faith and
prayer works in the healing process ofphysical illness.
The model for Christian education and training regarding faith healing will be
ongoing and a component will be added to include how to stay healthy.
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This project came forth out ofthe desire to see faith healing as an intentional ministry
ofthe Christian church. Research and observation has revealed that faith healing continues
to be a neglected ministry ofthe church. The desire ofsuffering humanity is to be healed, or
made whole in whatever area oftheir lives is broken. By observing the suffering ofso many
people on a weekly basis that could benefit from the church having a center for healing, has
encouraged the author to complete her study on faith healing. This is the greatest hour for the
church to be instrumental in helping those who have lost hope, and healing for those who are
wounded. In order for the church to fulfill the role as a center for healing there are some
barriers that have been erected and they must be overcome.
From the research that was done for the study, and the participation in the project, the
author discerned that there has been traditional strongholds erected in Louisville, Kentucky,
including Shively, a suburb in the Southwestern area of city. The city is steeped in Baptist
tradition and Catholicism. The Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Simmons Bible College, and other educational institutions,
are impactedbyphilosophical views and church reformers theology. The author attended two
ofthe seminaries for approximately three years. Pastoral leadership and laity must cease to
allow the voices offormer church reformers to influence their theological beliefs concerning
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the cessation ofthe Spiritual gifts and miracles. They must overcome fear ofbeing involved
in a ministry to the marginal because of controversial beliefs. They must be willing to take
risks in spite ofphilosophical dualistic views that have minimized attention to the physical,
and take into account the fact that Jesus ministered to the whole person. One example was
the woman who was bowed in Luke 13:10-13. When Jesus released the woman from her
situation her physical structure was made straight, her spirit was given new life, and her
emotions ceased to be perplexed. The entire person was liberated from her degrading
situation and made complete as a witness to the deliverance and healing power ofGod.
Christ never instructed the church to cease preaching and healing. The church is
at a pivotal point and it is time for clergy and laity to make some critical decisions in regards
to helping those who are suffering. People are living longer with chronic diseases; many are
unemployed without insurance to utilize preventive measures, or proper maintenance of
illnesses that already exist. With the surging ofdiseases without documented proofofcure,
the church needs to take inventory of its real purpose for existing.
Flora Slosson Wuellner has a theory in her book, Release called empowered
vulnerability, love sets free. The author supports this theory because faith healing is a
controversial topic, but it is the love for God and love for humanity that motivates one to
move in this realm of ministry in spite of dispute. It is about taking risks to liberate others
from oppression and establishing them in their place of wholeness. The Holy Spirit
empowers those who are willing and available to lay hands on the sick and or to pray for
them, for God to heal. Individuals are used as a point ofcontact to pray, and to be an oracle
to accomplish the purpose of God on earth until the return of Christ. The church has been
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given delegated authority by Christ to use his name, to pray without ceasing, to heal the sick,
and to forgive the sins ofanother. Mark 9: 23, reminds the body of Christ that all things are
possible for those who believe. The title of the Project and Dissertation is Faith Healing
Ministry: A Christian Education Modelfor Clergy and Laity. The author wrote the manual
using the same title as partial fulfillment ofthe project. It was utilized during the project to
educate and train church leaders. During the research the author was made aware of the
paradigm shift that has occurred in regards to spirituality and health.
Physicians and scientists have observed the importance of prayer and faith in the
recovery oftheir patients and some are encouraging their patients in their religious practices.
The Christian church at one time understood their role in healing, it was the center for
healing. Clergy has rescinded in their role as spiritual healers and relegated healing for the
body of Christ to modern medicine and technology. From the research and participation in
the program it suggests to the author that Christian education is needed to retrieve the
ministry of faith healing. The ultimate goal is to take the healing message to the world to
draw others to know the love of God for humanity.
The dissertation discloses the research accomplished on faith healing and the project
that was done through using the manual to educate/train clergy and laity through seminars
that was set up for suchpurpose. It included voices from Christian tradition, such as scripture
and history, philosophical views, former and contemporarytheologians, including physicians
and medical research scientists.
The author presents theories as to why faith healing is not an intentional ministry in
the mainline denominational churches, and what is necessary to retrieve it. A summary of
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the seminar session is presented and an evaluation of the project is included using two
different Questionnaire Surveys. Appendix A & B includes the surveys utilized to raise
awareness about the project, to assess knowledge about faith healing, and it includes an
evaluation survey (see Appendix C) to evaluate the effectiveness of the project. Appendix
D is the manual written for the project to educate-train clergy and laity titled, Faith Healing
Ministry: A Christian Education Modelfor Clergy andLaity. Appendix E includes statistics
about the prevalence ofdiseases in the Louisville Metro area, it specifically denotes the city
of Shively. Faith healing is healing that occurs outside ofmedical technology, but through
religious means by faith in God. Gospel narratives and testimonies, instructions on how to
initiate a ministry ofhealing, methods to use for healing the physically sick modeling Jesus
and the apostles, theories, scientific studies; voices from former theologians and church
founders, as well as contemporary theologians and church leaders interact in dialogue.
CHAPTER II
THE MINISTRY ISSUE
The ministry issue that has formed the basis of this Doctor of Ministry project is:
There is a lack of pastors, ministers, church leaders, and laity who are not trained to
recognize and/or exercise the gifts of healings for the physical well-being of their
congregations. Li other words, how can pastors, ministers (clergy), church leaders and
members of the congregation (laity), who have been bound in tradition, are legalistic in
worship, and are skeptical of the gifts of the Spirit be encouraged to develop a healing
ministry that will transform the lives ofpeople in their congregations?
The premise is that many clergy and laity fail to use Jesus' ministry of liberation as
a paradigm for healing the wounded, whether physical, psychological, emotional, or
economical. Spiritual renewal or providing for the salvation of souls is practiced faithfully
in many churches, but the ministry of healing for the sick is very often neglected. Most
clergy and laity ofProtestant churches fail to engage in the ministry of faith healing for the
body, due to a variety ofreasons such as; church tradition, lack of leadership preparedness,
and controversial practices. Flora Slosson Wuellner shares in her book, Release: Healing
from Wounds ofFamily, Church, and Community:
Deep communal infection may or may not be connected
with outer forms of emotional, verbal, or physical abuse.
It may or may not lead to outer forms ofwhat we call
dysfunctional families, churches; workplaces. Yet, I am
convinced that many of our illnesses, depressions, emotional
and bodily symptoms of all sorts are rooted in communal
darkness, invasion, draining.. .We forget, or simply
do not know, that even when alone, minding our business,
we are living, moving, and breathing in the needs, project
ions, pictures, expectations, energy demands, empowered
light, and infected shadow of others. Spiritual leaders like
myselfhave not yet fully perceived this, and most of us
have not dealt with either the gifted or the shadow side of
this reality in our healing and spiritual renewal movements.
It isn't part of our teaching about prayer.1
Flora Slosson Wuellner discusses "empowered vulnerability.. .It means the love that
has been set free by God to choose freely, to take risks, to reach out, to withdraw to suffer,
to give from a deep center that has been released from prisons ofall kinds, and knows clearly
what it does." Her theory is that spiritual leaders are not "moved by love to reach out and
rescue another person who is drowning in emotional crisis and anguish.. ."2
The author supports this theorybecause the Holy Spirit empowered humankind, even
Jesus, according to the Book of Acts to liberate others motivated by love. "How God
anointed Jesus ofNazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power, who went about doing good
and healing all who were oppressed by the devil, for God was with him."3 Everything that
was done for humankind was motivated by love. For God so loved the world that he gave
his only son Jesus, so the world might be saved according to John 3:16. Author has been
encouraged to complete her study on the lack offaith healing in the Christian church, due to
a desire to see people achieve holistic well-being in their physical bodies. Jesus said, "Anew
'Flora Slosson Wuellner, "Empowered Vulnerability: Love Set Free," Release: Healingfrom
Wounds ofFamily, Church, and Community (Nashville: Upper Room Books, 1996), 18.
2Flora Slosson Wuellner, 18.
3Acts 10: 38.
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commandment I give to you, that you love one another as I have loved you, that you also love
one another. By this all will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one
another."4 Clergy and laity are aware of the needs with so many on the sick list in most
churches today, but many are not willing to take risks, or go against the grain, that is church
tradition. The author believes that with an intentional effort by clergy and laity to practice
healing the sick, the effort would bring holistic well-being and soundness to the members of
each congregation.
Many leaders ofmainline churches have failed to realize that Jesus is our model in
liberating the infirmed and the oppressed. By mainline churches the author has given a
definition from Westminster Dictionary of Theological Terms. "A term with varying
meanings clustering around those Protestant denominations which have historically been
major forces in American religious life."5 Mainline churches includes but is not limited to
the Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterian, United Church ofChrist, Lutherans, and others. These
mainline churches have been influenced by church reformers, therefore; they are steeped in
the church tradition. Many have been under the influenced of Cessations. "The Reformers
argued that the primarypurpose ofNew Testament miracles were to authenticate the apostles
as trustworthy authors ofHoly Scripture. Howwould this argument prove that miracles were
temporary? Because after the apostles had written the New Testament, miracles would have
fulfilled their purpose and would no longer be necessary, for now the church would possess
"John Maxwell, "John 13: 34," The Maxwell Leadership Bible (Nashville: Thomas Nelson
Publishers, 2002), 1300.
5Donald K. McKim, Westminster Dictionary ofTheological Terms (Louisville: Westminster
John Knox Press, 1996), 166.
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forever the miraculously attested written Word of God."6 This helps to support one of the
author's assumptions; clergy and laity lack education and training in the ministry ofhealing
because of church traditions.
The church reformers, John Calvin, Martin Luther, Benjamin Warfield, and John
Wesley was instrumental in their influence concerning the cessation theory of the spiritual
gifts and miracles. Jesus practiced liberation theology as evidenced in Luke 4:18-19. "The
Spirit ofthe Lord is upon me, because He has anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor.
He has sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives and recovery of
sight to the blind. To set at liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year
ofthe Lord."7
To have a clear understanding of liberation theology the author uses a definition
given by Donald K. McKim, for liberation theologies, and it states: "Various twentieth
century theological movements which see the gospel as liberation from all forms of
oppression—economic, spiritual, political, and social. The emphasis is on praxis, or the
practical ways in which God's call for the liberation of the oppressed is accomplished."8
Inherent in the ministry issue are at least these three oppositions identified that must
be overcome for clergy and laity to engage successfully in the ministry offaith healing. These
goals are: be not subjected to religious tradition, have an intentional desire to release the
6Jack Deere, Surprised by the Power ofthe Spirit (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House,
1993), 101.
7John C. Maxwell, "Luke 4: 18-19," The Maxwell Leadership Bible: New King James Version
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2002), 1234.
"Donald K. McKim, Westminster Dictionary ofTheological Terms, 160.
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suffering through love, and allow the Holy Spirit to move freely in the worship for the
supernatural. These oppositions must be overcome or least likely to be influential if the
church is to practice the ministry offaith healing successfully. The operating assumption of
this study is that any congregation can establish a ministry offaith healing provided there is
(1) pastoral leadership and laity who are willing to look beyond tradition to gain new insight
for the twenty-first century church, (2) understand the purpose ofindividual gifts and callings
within the church, (3) be educated and trained to foster the concept ofan intentional ministry
within the church.
Historical and Personal History that Informs the Ministry Question
Historically, healings are recorded from the Hebrew Bible. The first instance of
praying for someone to receive their healing is recorded in Genesis 20: 17-18. "Then
Abraham prayed to God, and God healed Abimelech, and also healed his wife and female
slaves so that they bore children. For the Lord had closed fast all the wombs ofthe house of
Abimelech because of Sarah, Abraham's wife." Since the Book of Genesis it has been
scriptural to pray for someone who is afflicted and believe for God to heal them. Jesus prayed
for all those who came to him and they were healed.
The woman who had the issue ofblood approached Jesus and received her healing
in spite oftransgressing the Jewish Laws. "And suddenly a woman who had a flow ofblood
for twelve years came from behind and touched the hem of his garment; for she said to
herself, 'If only I may touch his garment, I shall be made well.' But when Jesus turned
around and saw her he said, 'Be ofgood cheer, daughter your faith has made you well,' and
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the woman was made well from that hour."9 Historically, the Hebrew Bible and the New
Testament records narratives ofbiblical healings by Jesus and others.
The Roman Catholic Church practiced anointing with oil and praying for the sick.
In Reclaiming Our Roots: An Inclusive Introduction to Church History by Dr. Mark
Ellingsen, a professor at the Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia,
discusses the seven sacraments of the Roman Catholic tradition; extreme unction is one
sacrament. In that tradition the extreme unction is the laying on ofhands and praying for the
sick. "Extreme unction—the anointing ofthe sick for purposes ofinvoking divine-sanction
for healing (the original purpose ofthe sacrament)—seems to have been practiced at least as
early s the third century.. .As a biblical basis for the practice, one might appeal to James 5:
14-15." 10
Personally, the authorwas exposed to the ministry ofhealing during childhood. It was
the tradition ofthe Pentecostal Denomination, the Church of God in Christ to lay hands on
the sick and pray for them to receive their healing. The author witnessed her paternal
grandmother receive her healing from hands that were laid on her, prayer, and the anointing
with oil. She was healed from debilitating rheumatoid arthritis, and also an infant cousinwho
had a severe case of eczema, and could not receive cure from medical treatments.
The author, as pastor for thirteen years has experienced some healing miracles at
Faith Dominion Church. The pastor and church has practiced the laying on of hands,
anointing with oil, and praying for the sick since 1991. Members and others in the body of
'Matthew 9: 20-22.
10Mark Ellingson, "Life in the Early Church," Reclaiming Our Roots: An Introduction to
Church History, Vol. 1. (Pennsylvania: Trinity Press, International, 1999), 87.
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Christ have been healed ofbreast tumors, herniated and compressed disk, scoliosis, kidney
problems, cerebral hemorrhage, fractured foot, arm, and thumb, diabetes, high blood
pressure, arthritis, and many more.
As a member ofthe health profession for twenty-nine years, the author has seen the
suffering ofhumanity; some are treated with favorable outcomes, others have wasted away
due to the inability of scientists and medical technology to find a cure for their medical
problems. The author has cared for folk in the hospital setting as well as in home health and
the desire ofall is to be made whole. From Webster's New WorldDictionary and Thesaurus
the word whole means: Healthy, not diseased or injured, not broken, damaged.. .not divided
up.. .a complete thing in itself, in general wholeness."11 Seeing the pain and suffering of so
many people has prompted the author to research why the church is not a healing center for
the sick.
The Journal ofBiblical Counseling had an article titled, "Wholistic Health Care: an
Evangelical Perspective." The article was in the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Library computer especially for students engaged in the area ofcounseling. The article reads:
In 1967 the Reverend Granger Westberg, a Lutheran hospital
Chaplain teaching pastoral care at Hamma School of Theology,
presented to his colleagues a new idea in health care: the who
listic health center. Westberg had observed that many people
who came to doctors for help did so for what could be called
psychosomatic, or functional illness, problems. One physician
put it this way: Halfofthe patients I see in my office have pro
blems that are more in the minister's field than in a doctor's.
The physical symptoms they come with are often little more
than tickets of admission to get to talk to someone who might
"Michael Agnes and Charlton Laid, Webster's New World Dictionary and Thesaurus, 2nd ed.
(Cleveland: Wiley Publishing, Inc., 2002), 724.
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help them cope with a whole host ofproblems that are over
whelming them. We need help ifwe are ever going to treat
the whole person.12
This article helps to support the author's assumption that any congregation can
establish a ministry of faith healing if pastoral leadership: renounce certain traditions,
accepts and acknowledges the gifts and calling within the body, and receive education and
training to foster the concept of an intentional healing ministry.
There is some tension caused by the fact that some people are healed and some are
not. The enormous ways ofGod cannot always be comprehended by humankind. As those
who are ministered to for salvation there is no way to know who will accept, but the task has
been given to the church to always extend an invitation. So it is with faith healing, the
invitation must be extended. Healing has been included in the redemptive plan ofsalvation
for humankind by Christ. The author believes the prophet states it best in Isaiah 53: 5. "But
he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement
for our peace was upon him, and by his stripes we are healed."13
David J. Bosch states something that is so significant to the ministry issue in relation
to how it should be viewed. The evangelist David Bosch refers to is the physician Luke, who
wrote the Book ofLuke and Acts:
Evil was experienced as something very real and tangible in
the ancient world. It should therefore not surprise us if the
evangelist use 'religious words' to describe what Jesus did in
the face of sickness, demon possession, and exploitation. One
ofthose words is 'to save' (Greek: sozein), which for us has
1 John Bossert Brown, Jr., "Wholistic Health Care: an Evangelical Perspective," Journal of
Biblical Counseling (Vermont: Westminster Theological Seminary, 2004), 45.
"Isaiah 53: 5.
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become an exclusively religious term. However, in at least
eighteen cases the evangelist use it with reference to Jesus'
healing ofthe sick. Thus there is in Jesus' ministry no tension
between saving from sin and saving from physical ailment,
between the spiritual and the social.14
Jesus made provisions for the salvation ofhumankind soul as well as for the body.
It is a Kingdom ofGod principle to benefit the sons and daughters ofGod. As this principle
is practiced in the church the world will benefit from our actions for the advancement ofHis
Kingdom. Karl Barth says our task is to reach out to the world for Christ. The author was
viewing Trinity Network Broadcast recently and listened as Dr. Sandra Kennedy from
Augusta, Georgia discussed the effects ofthe healing ministry God has given her to operate
in Augusta. Those patients who are not being medically treated with success, are referred
by their physicians to the healing center. A large number ofpeople are healed ofcancer and
other ailments.
The author have been to healing crusades and seen many people confess and
demonstrate their healing. Reports such as these have prompted the author to do a study on
why there is a lack of faith healing in the Christian churches to promote healing.
Relationship of Ministry Issue to the Author's Model of Ministry
The author defined hermodel ofministry as that ofamercy liberator, compassionate,
a kind, spiritual leaderwho wants to extend the kindness and compassion to others as she has
received. The author wants to be proactive in releasing those oppressed by sickness through
the power ofGod. The mercy minded nature desires to extend a helping hand to release the
14David J. Bosch, "Luke-Acts: Practicing Forgiveness and Solidarity," Transforming
Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology ofMission (New York: Orbis Books, 2004), 107.
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suffering from oppression.
As those in leadership become more knowledgeable about their role as healing
servants the church universal will benefit from the practice. The author believes as clergy
and laity are taught and trained in the ministry of faith healing, it will promote wholistic
well-being and soundness within their congregations.
The Ministry Context
The ministry context for this studywas conducted at Faith Dominion Church located
in Shively, a suburb in the southwestern district of Louisville, Kentucky within Jefferson
County. There are approximately 700,000 residents in Louisville, and Shively has "a
population of40,088 from a 2000 census. The population growth between 2000 and 2006
has increased by three per cent."15 Shively is primarily a communitywith small and medium
size businesses, and with deteriorating industries. "White people alone make up
approximately seventypercent, African Americans make up twenty-eight percent, and other
ethnic groups make up the remainder ofthe total population. Over seventeen percent ofthe
population is over sixty-five years of age, (nine percent are widowed, and thirteen percent
are divorced)."16
Education was a significant factor the author looked at because it was helpful in
determining the average household income, and possibly the affordability of insurance,
and/or proper living arrangements. "Over nine percent have less than a ninth grade
education, eleven percent has a high school diploma, and only twelve percent have a college
15Claritas, "Site Reports," Claritas Tech Support (Louisville: Chamber of Commerce, 2007), 1.
I6Ibid, 1.
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degree. The average household income is $47,999, but over fifteen percent households have
an income less than $15,000."17
The data researched by the author was meaningful because the population that was
over sixty-five will more than likely have medical problems; along with those who may
suffer stress from losses, such as from divorce and death ofa spouse. Those in the population
with low household income more than likely cannot afford health insurance for maintenance
or preventive measures. Appendix D discloses health issues in the Ministry Context that are
problematic for the population in the City of Shively.
The ministry context, FaithDominion Church, located in the Holiday Inn-Southwest,
a hotel in Shively, Kentucky, which has one hundred and eighty rooms for customers.
Holiday Inn is located approximately 300 feet from Interstate 264 West, on Dixie Highway;
the hotel frequently allows churches to use their meeting rooms for worship. The parking
was easily accessible to all and with ample parking. In the vicinity of the hotel are small
shopping plazas, automobile dealerships, restaurants, small businesses, homes, apartments,
schools and churches. The staff was flexible, courteous, cooperative, and friendly. The
facility was neat, clean, and had a decor in the lobby that was of a made a pleasant scheme.
The Doctor of Ministry Project was held on the first floor using one third of the ballroom.
It was set up theatre style with seventy-five chairs, a podium placed up front but in the center
ofthe ballroom. Amplifiers, microphones, keyboard, stand, drums, and other sound systems




Faith Dominion Church was founded by the author in 1992, as Faith Christian Life
Center Ministries as a Nondenominational ministry and church. In March 2003, the name
was changed to Faith Dominion World Healing Ministries, and Faith Dominion Church was
the assumed name registered as the church. After the author, as pastor moved to Atlanta,
Georgia to complete her seminary training, the new pastor resigned. The author returned
weekly to the church in Lyndon, a suburb of Louisville, Kentucky. The congregation had
decreased to approximately twenty members after the entrepreneur left. Two months later
as led by the Spirit, and with the agreement of the members who remained the founder
returned to close the church.
After returning from Atlanta, Georgia in October, 2006, the author met with those
who believed they were called to assist in reestablishing the church. On December 17,2006
the first worship was held at the Holiday Inn-Southwest in Shively, Kentucky. There were
approximately thirty-three men, women, and children present. By the time the project was
completed the membership was at seventy. The pastor kept the two corporations, Faith
Dominion World Healing Ministries, Incorporation and Faith Dominion Community
Development Corporation with a 501 (c) (3) in good standing. The ministry received
certificates from the state of Kentucky as a confirmation in March, 2004. The church is
preparing to move to a new location by November, 2007.
Theological Characterization of the Ministry Setting
Faith Dominion is a church that believes in the fullness ofthe Godhead, Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. The pastor and members believe in the redemptive work done at Calvary and
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that salvation is through Christ. Ephesians 1: 3-7, 13 confirms the God-head and the
adoption ofthe children of God through Christ:
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has
blessed us in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly
places; just as he chose us in Christ before the foundation ofthe world
to be holy and blameless before him in love. He destined us for
adoption as his children through Jesus Christ, according to the good
pleasure of his will, to the praise ofhis glorious grace that he freely
bestowed on us in the Beloved. In him we have redemption through
his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches
ofhis grace. In him you also, when you had heard the word oftruth,
the gospel of your salvation, and had believed in him, were marked
with the seal ofthe promised Holy Spirit.. ,18
The gifts and callings have been imparted to those who desire to do the greater works
for Christ in the Kingdom of God. Christ distributed the gifts to the church, after he first
descended to free the righteous held in a place called Paradise, he then ascended so that all
spiritual things might be fulfilled in him. "But each ofus was given grace according to the
measure of Christ's gift. Therefore it is said: When he ascended on high he made captivity
itself a captive; he gave gifts to his people...The gifts he gave were that some would be
apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors, and teachers to equip the saints for
the work ofthe ministry, for building up the body of Christ.. .19
The pastor ofFaith Dominion and the membership believes in the gifts ofthe Spirit
which includes the gifts ofhealings. IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflection on Healing,
Wholeness, andRestoration, is a collection ofsermons on healing from some ofthe world's
18Michael D. Coogan, Marc Z. Bretuer, Carol A. Newsome, and Pheme Perkins, eds.
"Ephesians 1: 3-7, 13," The New Annotated Bible: New Revised Standard Version, 3rd ed. (Oxford:
University Press, 2001), 321.
19Ibid., 324.
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best known preachers and pastors. Maxie D. Dunnam is Chancellor ofAsbury Theological
Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. He writes a sermon titled: "Some Healing is Up to You."
He tells the story of the man at the pool of Bethsaida, who had been there for thirty-eight
years. "Jesus shocked him with the question, 'Do you want to be healed?' ...I believe that
is congruent with all that Jesus was, everything Jesus did, and everything Jesus said. He does
not violate our freedom. He does not trample on our personhood. He invites us to be saved;
to be healed. He calls us into his kingdom, but we have to make a response."20
Dr. Dunnam's statement supports the claim ofthe author regarding the lack ofclergy
and laity educated and trained in the ministry of faith healing. The lack of response to
healing is more than likely due to lack of exposure to such a thing. "God does not trample
our personhood."21 In other words, the Lord will not go against the desires of a person in
utilizing the gifts of the Spirit, or to force those who are unprepared.
In the Collection ofSermons on Healing by Zach Taylor, titled "Healing Touch: The
Church's Forgotten Language," ask and attempts to give an answer as to why the church is
not healing through touch. This emphasizes how to overcome one opposition if clergy and
laity are to engage in the ministry of faith healing. Zack Taylor states: Can Christians in
families, churches, and seminaries, learn once again to touch compassionately? Can
congregations once again coordinate heart and hand in liturgies for healing? Maybe, ifwe
are not continually fearful of the body. Maybe, ifwe are sure such a project is not a New
Age fad. Maybe, ifwe know we won't be mistaken for Charlatans or lechers. However, we
20Maxie D. Dunnam, "Some Healing is Up to You," IAm the Lord Who Heals You:
Reflection on Healing, Wholeness, and Restoration (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004), 19.
21Ibid., 19.
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can answer a definite 'yes' if we are convinced that touch is an essential part of healing
ministry; 'yes' ifwe are certain healing touch is one ofthe gifts ofthe Spirit entrusted to the
community of faith."22
The pastor of Faith Dominion Church and the membership believes that touch is
essential in the ministry ofhealing, whether through laying on ofhands or through the impact
one has on another person's life for transformation. The ministry oftouch is more personal,
and it demonstrates compassion, love, and the unspoken words, we care about you enough
to reach out and touch you in your situation.
Organizational Structure
The general organizational structure of Faith Dominion Church is typical of most
small Nondenominational churches. There is a Board ofDirectors ofnine who governs the
church. The pastor is the president of the board, and the associate pastor is the vice-
president, there is a secretary, treasurer, assistant treasurer, and four other directors. The
congregation is not the voting body of the church, but they are informed and asked to give
input for changes within the ministry. The Board of Directors makes the final decision,
considering the congregation's suggestions. The pastor preaches on Sunday or has a guest
to speak; sometimes it is the associate pastorwho speaks. The Associate pastor is responsible
for the Sunday school. The church has elders and ministers to do the work of the ministry,
as well as lay persons and they all volunteer. Under the author's administration the new
church has weekly Sunday worship, Sunday school, a youth, music, leadership, and a healing
ministry. Other ministries will be established when the church moves to a new facility.
22Zach Taylor, "Called and Created to Touch," IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflection on
Healing, Wholeness, and Restoration.
CHAPTER III
LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE MINISTRY ISSUE
Empirical Perspective
The empirical literature emphasizes research that has been done on the subject: the
lack of faith healing in the Christian church. The desire of the author has been to see more
clergy and laity involved in the ministry offaith healing to help their congregations. Through
the empirical research data was obtained that supports more people are seeking alternative
ways to be healed. Faith healers are one alternative for folk to be healed. Christian faith
healers depend on God and operate through faith, prayer, the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit, and
through their gifts and calling to be vessels used by God for others to be healed. In this study
the author has discussed some empirical data obtained to support what some scientists,
physicians, naturopaths, theologians, and others are saying about faith healing; that is,
healing that is dependent on faith in God and not through conventional medical means.
Included in the data obtained are some interesting reports involving those who have sought
alternatives means to be healed.
One report came from an article on the internet titled, "Faith and Healing," which has
revealed how those with chronic medical problems are seeking alternative means of cure
from non-medical sources. "Not only do patients with chronic health problems fail to find
reliefin a doctor'sofflce, but the endless high tech scans and tests ofmodern medicine also
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leave them feeling alienated and uncared for. Many seek solace in the offices ofalternative
therapists and faith healers—to the tune of $30 billion a year, by some estimates."1 Not all
those who practice healing are of the Christian faith, but it is the relief that people are
looking for, enough to pay large sums ofmoney to find a cure. There are some who practice
sorcery, hypnotism, magic, and others means in an attempt to heal people. Faith healing from
the perspective ofa Christian, involves divine healing through faith in God by the recipient,
and by whoever is assisting the recipient.
A review of the literature indicates that there have been efforts to address the
challenges of the lack of healing within the Christian church. Religious tradition has
influencedmanyProtestant denominations that faith healing is no longer apracticed ministry
in the Christian church. They leave the healing of God's people to a few who will without
shame heal the sick using the power and the principles ofGod, and to medical practitioners.
The author believes the church would benefit from serving as a healing center for
those who are bodily oppressed within their congregation, as well as others who are willing
to participate. Physical illness can affect individuals spiritually, emotionally, and
economically. The empirical data will expose the different voices that the church has been
subjected to for hundreds of years, opposing the gifts of the Spirit; which includes the gift
of faith, the gifts ofhealings, and miracles.
Marvin Wilson, a scholar for Judaic-Christian Studies who wrote the book, Our
Father Abraham, believes "Platonic Dualism" has been a negative influence in regards to
'Claudia Wallis, "Faith & Healing: Can Prayer, Faith and Spirituality Really Improve Your
Physical Health? [Article on-line] Available from http://weblO.epnet.com.ezproxv.auctr.edu: accessed on
6/22/06.
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"healing in the atonement." From the Greek point of view they believed that "the created
world was evil, set apart and opposed to the spiritual world.. .anthropological dualism (soul
versus body). To the Hebrew mind a human being was a dynamic body-soul unity, called to
serve God His Creator passionately, with his whole being, within the physical world."2
The Greek philosophers such as Plato did not regard humankind in totality, because
oftheir view ofdualism. To support the author's claim, the influence ofreligious tradition,
which has been influenced by philosophical views, has had an impact on why there is a lack
of faith healing in the church. Donald K. McKim, author of Westminster Dictionary of
Theological Terms gives a definition for Platonism. 'The views emerging from the Greek
philosopher Plato (428-348 B.C.) that took many forms and that have influenced Christian
theologians. Plato stressed the ideal over empirical reality and encouraged the use of the
mind."3 They believed the benefit of the atonement was for the spiritual needs, which
includes forgiveness of sins, but not the healing of the body. To this day there are church
leaders, laity, and educators who support this assumption.
G. Scott Morris in his book, IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflections on Healing,
Wholeness, and Restoration states:
Healing is a concept central to the Judeo-Christian witness of God's
presence in the world. One third ofthe Bible is concerned with providing
relief from disease and sickness. Yet for most people, the healing ministry
ofthe church or synagogue is relegated to a bygone era. Many insist that
the body is the subject of science and medicine while the spirit is the sole
realm of the community of faith. This distinction is artificial and the
2MarvinR. Wilson, Our Father Abraham (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdsmans Publishing Co.,
1989), 167-169.
'Donald K. McKim, Westminster Dictionary ofTheological Terms, (Louisville: Westminster
Dictionary of Theological Terms, 1996), 210.
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consequences of the philosophical suppositions ofPlato and Decrates.4
Timothy Smith, the author ofA Time to Speak: The Evangelical-Jewish Encounter
states, "The Hebrew sensibility, as contrasted with that ofHellenic Platonism, stressed the
wholeness ofhuman beings, the unity oftheir psychic and physical existence, and the bonds
that link social experience to inward spirituality."5 He emphasized the reason many scholars
want to limit the work of the atonement was directly related to Platonic Dualism on the
church. The author agrees and this further supports the theory, the lack of faith healing is
because ofreligious tradition, influenced by Greek philosophy. These philosophical views
have been dynamic in their influence to help shape the theology ofthe Christian church, and
religious educators. In some ofApostle Paul's writings Platonic Dualistic influence can be
seen. When Paul contrasts the life in the Spirit and life in the flesh, there is some indication
that Paul's philosophical views were Platonic in his theology. In Romans 7: 18-20 Paul
states, "For I know that in me (that is, in my flesh) nothing goods dwells; for to will is
present with me, but how to perform what is good I do not find. For the good that I will to
do, I do not do; but the evil I will not to do, that I practice. Now if I do what I will not to do,
that is no longer I who do it, but sin that dwells in me."6
Platonic dualistic views could not unite the body, mind, and spirit and see them as
being whole. The body to them represented the sinful part of human-kind that was not
4G. Scott Morris, "Introduction," IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflections on Healing,
Wholeness, and Restoration (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004), xi.




capable of producing anything good. Paul essentially says the same, but realized through
Christ the total person can be transformed. He realized that the sin nature was always going
to be present, and Paul came to one conclusion, as stated in Romans 7:25, ".. .so then, with
the mind I myself serve the law of God, but with the flesh the law of sin."7
In the Hebrew writing the Prophet Isaiah spoke prophetically about the coming of
our Lord and the atonement. Isaiah 53:5 is relevant for the soul as well as the body. "He was
wounded for our transgressions, crushed for our iniquities, upon Him was the punishment
that made us whole, and by His bruises we are healed."8
One scientist in the 1880s challenged religious faith to a duel. There were ten patients
suffering from the same ailment. They wanted to divide them up to place five in the "care of
the church and treated exclusively with religious healing, and five placed in care of
physicians and treated exclusively with scientific treatment." The evangelicals would not
accept this challenge. In 1982-83 another study was done in San Francisco General Medical
Coronary Care Unit. The study demonstrated "that hospitalized heart patients had fewer
medical complications when prayed for than when not." The evidence was "published in the
Southern Medical Journal. Contemporary evangelicals were shrugged offthis study"9just as
they ignored the challenge one hundred years ago. Evangelical is "a term used in Europe for
Protestant. In America it has come to refer to one who stresses the need for a personal
'Romans 7: 18-20, 25 (NKJV, New King James Version).
'Michael D. Coogan, Marc Z. Brettler, Carol A. Newsom, and Pheme Perkins, eds. "Isaiah 53: 5,"
The New Annotated Bible: New Revised Standard Version, 3rd ed. (Oxford: University Press, 2001), 1053.
'Leonard I. Sweet, "Praying and Healing," Healing and Medicine in the Evangelical Tradition:
Neither by Might nor Power (Pennsylvania: Trinity Press International, 1994), 157-158.
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relationship with God in Jesus Christ by faith. Some who claim the term seek to define it
further in terms oftheological beliefs about particular issues."10
"The portrait ofMedicus and Clericus, physicians and clergy, as partners in healing
is a common one throughout the evangelical tradition. It was symbolized for them in two
biblical figures, the missionaries Luke and Paul, the one a beloved physician whose care was
for the body, the other a spiritual leader whose care was for the soul. The two together
provided evangelicals with a holistic model of Jesus' ministry of teaching, preaching and
healing as described in Matthew."11
Evangelical began to build hospitals called "healing homes," during the nineteenth
century they supported healthcare and social organizations. There was a great effort among
the physicians and clergy to care for the total person. They were known "for placing
physicians and hospitals on the mission fields...medical trainees getting trained for the
mission work often did their field training with the poor and immigrants in the slums ofthe
United States. Variously called social work, slum work, rescue work, gospel welfare work,
behind every designation was a personalized caring for the sick and injured."12
"Modern science and the professionalization of modern life labored to separate
Medicus and Clericus until evangelicalism's high model of partnership became a
subdominant part of its tradition. Euphoric over the fact that they could really heal,
physicians for much of the twentieth century decided to go at it alone in the healing
10DonaldK.McKim,96.
"Leonard I. Sweet, 137.
12Ibid., 138-139.
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enterprise. Except for some individuals, and a very few institutions, modern medicine has
displayed little interest in the social, environmental, and moral aspects ofhealing."13
The author suspects this is related to philosophical influence that did not necessarily
involve caring for the whole person, but separated spiritual things from the physical.
The division between physicians and clergy widened due to the church becoming
"euphoric overmodemmedicine's miracles and unsure about its own offerings to the healing
enterprise.. .science brought medicine almost to the border ofthe miraculous, in the words
of one evangelical, 'the pastoral function of the church upheld a safe, respectful distance
from medical and healing matters.' Religionjoined the rest ofculture in cheering on medical
technology as it in Ivan Ulich's words, 'began to reclaim the right to perform miracles'.. .the
two professions became separated..."14
After doing research the author discovered how the church relegated the healing
ministry to be under the care of physicians, except for a few that has continued to believe
God does heal with or without medical technology. This study is not to negate the use of
medical practitioners, but to arouse folk to the healing power ofGod through unconventional
means.
The evangelicals found themselves fighting against those who claimed to be faith
healers during the 1920's. They were called "psychotherapists and faith healers." To name
a few who were considered mental-faith healers included persons such as, "Mary Baker




faith healers there were disputes over the doctrine concerning healing. The question was
asked, "What exactly were the points ofdispute? For one thing, healing is for evangelicals
a hard-won faith, not to be claimed glibly or without struggle, as some push-button healers
were willing to do. Some faith healers even went so far as to denounce the combination of
means and faith as ridiculous as harnessing a tortoise with a locomotive."15
The "evangelicals insisted God does notworkthrough the supernatural whenmedical
and natural means can affect the cure." The evangelicals do not always accept those who
practice faith healing and believe in supporting and embracing medical therapies. They did
embrace Oral Roberts and his ministry because of Oral Roberts University, and its
contribution to society. "Second, some evangelicals have rejected faith healing because of
their claim for scriptural foundation. Third, evangelicals resented the movement's cruel
identification of sickness with sin, or healing with holiness. Fourth, evangelicals question
why faith healers, if they are really interested in healing, do not seem to be interested in
health. Finally, healing has always been reserved for and revered as the business of the
divine."16
In Benjamin B. Warfield's classic, Counterfeit Miracles, he was adamant about his
theory concerning the cessation ofmiracles. He joined in with Martin Luther, John Calvin,
and John Wesley in their theological views. "All three argues in one form or another that
miracles were, in Calvin's words, 'a temporary gift,' although Wesley pushed God's
withdrawal of miracles well into the third century and then only because of the church's
15Ibid., 159.
16Leonard I. Sweet, 160.
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decay of faith. All the reformers contended that God allowed the spoken Word to preempt
the healing gifts." Warfield contended that "after the apostolic age miracles ceased," because
God's Word was demonstrated with signs and wonders to be proof of the supernatural.
Miracles were only "to launch the faith and manifest Christ's deity.. ,"17
John Wesley may have had more ofan opportunity to pray for the sick to be healed
if he had believed God was still performing miracles. John Wesley was the founder and
developer ofMethodism; as an eighteenth-century preacher he was one ofmany clergy who
practiced medicine. He did this because of"the inadequacy ofmedical practitioners and the
inability ofthe poor to afford medical treatment." He used "natural and easy means to cure
the sick." He published his "collection of simple remedies in a book titled, Primitive
Physick." Dr. John Dock wrote an article titled, "The Primitive Physick of Rev. John
Wesley," contains an account of Wesley's contribution to health care, together with the
contributions of leading physicians of that time."18
Dr. John Dock "was strongly impressed by the strange combination of good sense
and superstition that gave him an insight into the conditions under which it was composed.
Thoroughly as Wesleybelieved in some mystic forms oftreatment, and firmly as he believed
in the supernatural as he viewed it, he did not mix his medicine with religion, for his
recommendation ofprayer in treatment is very mild, but certainly not absent."19
Since John Wesley believed the gifts and miracles had ceased by the third century,
"Ibid., 151.
18John Dock, "John Wesley and Eighteenth Century Health Care: A History of Medicine Study"




prayer mixed with faith was not practiced in healing the sick. He stated miracles ceased
because faith among the church had decayed. His theological beliefs in support of the
cessation gifts and miracles prevented him from equipping the church in healing the sick. He
was not trained in healing the sick through prayer, faith and the use of other remedies.
Empirical data has revealed John Wesley an advocate for health and wellness, but he
used alternative means, in his medical practice. He used natural remedies or non-apothecary
means due to not being trained as a medical physician. He did not have the professional
training to write prescriptions for medicine. If he had been an advocate for faith healing
along with the medical practice, the influence he had would have impacted not only the
Methodist churches, but also other Protestant churches for centuries.
The author agrees with EmilyGardnerNeal, "Properlypracticed, the healing ministry
works in cooperation with the medical profession; it never seeks to supplant it. In those
instances where God chooses to heal through physicians, healing prayer gives strength and
courage to the patient, and almost invariablytheyusuallymake an unusuallyrapid recovery."
She tells ofawomanwho underwent a recent mastectomy. She was apprehensive and fearful
so she went to a healing service before she entered the hospital the previous evening. "As a
result, she went to surgery unafraid and in great peace. She made an extraordinarily rapid
recovery, suffering virtually no pain whatsoever and refusing sedation.
This kind of rapid and uneventful recovery of the dedicated Christian has been
remarked by many physicians, including Dr. Graham Clark, eye surgeon at Columbia
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Presbyterian Medical Center in New York."20
As a medical professional, there have been many instances where patients have
recovered from surgery faster and with very little pain due to their confession offaith in God,
and others praying for their recovery. On visiting one patient recently who had a total knee
replacement, she informed the registered nurse that she was not in pain. The prescription for
the narcotic had not been filled as witnessedby the nurse. The patient attributed her recovery
five days post operative to her faith in God. This is an example of faith and medicine
working in conjunction with the will of God.
Benjamin B. Warfield and Horace Bushnell, were both evangelical theologians who
were most modeled after and discussed among the evangelicals. Their influence has been
powerful among the evangelicals, especially the more liberal wing.
For the evangelicals there are three accepted criteria and conditions that must be met
for healing. The person has to want to be healed, faith must be involved—"faith releases
healing," and there must be "hands on contact"21 as in the ministry of Jesus. These three
criteria and conditions had to be met during the ministry ofJesus. The narrative ofthe leper
in Mark 1:40- 45 is an example ofall three criteria and conditions. He wanted to be healed,
he had faith to believe Jesus could heal him, and Jesus touched him and cleansed him
immediately.
According to the gospel narratives Jesus did not always touch those who needed to
be healed; at times a directive was given for faith to be exercised in an obedient act. For
20Emily Gardiner Neal, "Leave the Method to God," The Healing Power ofGod (New York:
Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1972), 23-24.
2IIbid., 160-161.
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example, the case ofthe ten lepers who were given a directive by Jesus, and as they obeyed
they were healed. "So when He saw them, He said to them, Go, show yourselves to the
priest. And so it was that as they went, they were cleansed."22
The evangelicals have been influenced by the Enlightenment, known as the "Age of
Reason." David J. Bosch shares some influence the "Enlightenment paradigm" had on
Christianity and Christian theology. "Reason supplanted faith as points ofdeparture." There
came a time when scientists began to exclude God from their systems. "Previously it was
believed humans derived their existence from God. Now the opposite was proclaimed—God
owed His existence to humans...Second, the Enlightenment's strict separation between
subject and object in the natural sciences was also applied in theology." There was an "ugly
ditch" that "moved in between the events concerning Jesus ofNazareth and the present."23
It was the cause of division and made it seem as if Jesus and His ministry was history and
could not be utilized for future dispensations.
Then Enlightenment period brought division: mistrust in God and others, as well as
a spirit to progress, a condescending attitude toward the marginal, and an air of superiority
toward those who were being evangelized. It is not hard to understand the doctrine behind
the lack of faith healing. Faith is not tangible or concrete, but the evidence is, therefore,
reasonbecame superior during the Enlightenment Period. Hebrews 11:1 declares, "Now faith
is the substance ofthings hoped for, the evidence ofthings not seen."24 The human mind was
22Lukel7:14,NKJV.
23David J. Bosch, "Mission in the Wake of the Enlightenment," Transforming Mission: Paradigm
Shifts in Theology ofMission (New York: Orbis Books, 2004), 264, 269-270.
24Hebrewsll:l,NKJV.
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used to find truth during this period, and it was superior. Faith healing is a result of faith in
a supernatural God. The lack offaith healing among mainline churches is directly related to
those who ceased to trust in God, because there was not a logical explanation for the
supernatural occurrences.
The Enlightenment is, "A period in the 18th century marked by the intellectual and
philosophical conviction that truth could only be obtained through the powers of human
reason, observation, and experiment."25
Christianity tried to resist "the Enlightenment mentality," but "it was profoundly
influenced by it. "First, reason became supremely important also in Christian theology.
A second response consisted in the privatization of religion." (It was to be a more private
matter rather than for the public.) "A third response was to declare theology itself a
science.. .A fourth response was for religion to attempt to establish its hegemonyby creating
a Christian society in which Christianity would be the official religion, and public officers
as well as government would have to adhere to religious principles and precepts. A last
response to the challenge ofthe supremacy ofreason was to embrace the secular society."26
The empirical data obtained from literature review has enlightened the author's
understanding why there has been a lack offaith healing in the church. Earlier philosophical
views, theology of the reformers, the Enlightenment Era, and modernity have had a great
influence on the church in believing the gifts and miracles has ceased. Modernity is: "A term
used to designate the post-Enlightenment period in Europe and North America in which
25Donald K. McKim, 90.
26David J. Bosch, 269-270.
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people turned to a scientific culture and its promises in order to fill a void left by decline in
religion. The values of the secular culture and rejection of religious authority are primary,
as well as a belief in knowledge as certain, objective, and good."27
Healing is scriptural and it is revealed to humankind from the Hebrew Bible as well
as in the New Testament. Believers must have faith to know that healing is still a benefit
made possible for the church, and it is stated in Psalm 103:2-3. "Bless the Lord, O my soul,
and forget not all His benefits; who forgives all your iniquities, who heals all your
diseases."28
Some ofthe statements made by the evangelicals appear to be paradoxical, in other
words, they seem to be contradictory. Especially, the statement that states God does notwork
through the supernatural when medical and natural means can be effective in bringing about
a cure. The author believes God works through the supernatural, the natural, and through
medical means. Through experience in healthcare for over twenty-nine years, the author has
seen God work through all means. The issue is not that God does not work through various
means; but there is a lack of faith healing practiced in the church to meet the needs ofthose
who are ill in body, which ultimately affects the total person.
Some evangelicals have drifted from early theological beliefs where healing was
included in pastoral care, or healing was largely the responsibility of the minister in the
church. There were some who were not actually licensed as physicians but were recognized
in a dual role as both medical and clerical practitioners. Another issue that further separated
27DonaldK.McKim,177.
28John C. Maxwell, "Psalm 103: 2-3," The Maxwell Leadership Bible: New King James Version
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2002), 713.
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the clergy and physicians was theological in nature. It "revolved around evangelicals having
to make theologicaljudgments about two basic kinds ofhealings... allopathic medicine and
homeopathic medicine. Allopathy is physicians' medicine and often quite costly.
Homeopathybecame known as people's medicine and was often quite cheap.. .Homeopathy
sidles up to depth psychology, which says that for healing to take place, one needs to bring
suffering and pain to the surface..." In allopathy "an upbeat individual pick up your spirit."29
Reverend Canon Mark A. Pearson, co-leader ofNew Creation Healing Center in
Plaistow, New Hampshire states, "Prayer for healing does not discount other healing
methods." The center features a doctor of osteopathy, a massage therapist, counselors,
chaplains and prayer team. In the future, the organization will offer a residential component
to its treatment options. He is author of Christian Healing: A Practical and Comprehensive
Guide, and holds a Master's degree in theology from the University of Oxford and a
doctorate in church history from Boston University." He continues by saying, "God can heal
through medicine...God can heal a physical problem when an emotional problem is
addressed. God can heal through counseling. God can heal miraculously when people pray.
God can heal through any combination ofthese modalities. We do not limit what God can
do through a healing ministry." Reverend Pearson states, "Some people are so starved for the
dramatic, that unless it's dramatic they do not think it is from God.. .God can work through
process, as well as dramatically."30
29Leonard I. Sweet, 143.
30Jen Waters, "Healing Through Prayer," The Washington Times: Nation, Culture, ET Cetera
(Washington: News World Communications, Inc., 2006) A02.
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One Biblical example in Mark 8: 22-26, of Jesus working through process was
demonstrated with the healing of the blind man. He saw men as trees initially when Jesus
touched his eyes; He touched him a second time and he was able to see clearly. Reverend
Flora Slosson Wuellner discusses the healing process her body went through after surgery.
She says, "After any release and deep change ofbody and spirit, it takes longer than we think
for full healing to take place. The time needed differs between people, but whether swift or
gradual, it is a dynamic, unfolding process, one phase growing out ofanother."31 The author
of Release discusses her experience after her major surgery. The healing took place at
different levels. 'The first phase, recovery, was the closing ofthe surgical wound, first in the
deep organs and muscles of the body, then the surface layers. In about six weeks, I was
pronounced medically recovered, wound closed, no infection, pain gone, mobility
returned.. .now the restoration began."32 The restoration was spiritual, physical, and
emotional. "Then the renewal began.. .1 was surprised at this deep, complex, many-layered
process of healing. I was somewhat indignant that my excellent doctors had not told me
about the unfolding stages ofhealing and what one needs at each stage."33
The body is so intricately made that it possesses the power to heal itself even when
there is no intervention or the proper kind ofcare is not given. When an individual cuts their
finger once the bleeding stops it will heal if it is kept clean from infection. Physicians may
not fully understand how God created the body to possess healing properties.
3lFlora Slosson Wuellner, "Spiritual Recovery, Restoration, and Renewal," Release: Healingfrom




Flora began to think about her retreats for the wounded in spirit that she had
conducted for years. She states, "I led depth healing retreats for inner wounds with very little
attention given to what people could expect as their inner healing unfolded after leaving the
retreat."34 One pastor acknowledged in a letter to her that individuals were able to get in
touch with their inner pain, but there were no instructions on what to do for the healing
process. With inner or physical healing the process is the same; the stages of healing are
recovery, restoration, and renewal.
Lack of education and training in the area of healing limits pastoral leadership in
healing the wounds ofselfand others. The author visualizes the church as the healing center
to assist people through the process of healing; to help individuals go through each stage
without adverse reactions or complications.
The author supports the theory offered by Reverend Flora Slosson Wuellner, in her
book Release. Spiritual leadership have not dealt with the shadow or gifted side of
woundedness through prayer, to be able to release others from these burdens. In other words,
it is not included in the education and training spiritual leaders receive to prepare them for
a ministry in healing.
The Journal ofReligious Health recognizes that spirituality is a valid component of
health care that seems to be the breaking news of today. Aligned with science and the
empirical method, the dominant medical model has, until recently, effectively excluded the
possibility that spirituality is related to health and healing. The 2003 data from Sharts-Hopko
explains,'from the Enlightenment ofthe 17th centuryto the dawn ofthe 21st century, political
34Ibid., 89.
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leaders and educated people in the Western cultures came to believe that all the answers to
human suffering could be found in science and technology.' From the Maimes report in
2002, "...spirituality as therapy today is considered alternative or complementary to
traditional medicine."35
As reported by medical practitioners those patients who believe in prayer, who
practice their faith in God, and stay connected to their church have a greater recovery period
than those who do not. Some scientists have researched the facts concerning the benefits
patients receive from their spirituality, and it has proven to be beneficial in their recovery.
Dr. David Larson, a research psychiatrist at the privately funded National Institute for
Healthcare Research states, "A 1995 study at Darmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center found
that one ofthe best predictors of survival among 232 heart-surgery patients was the degree
to which the patients said they drew comfort and strength from religious faith. Those who
did not had more than three times the death rate of those who did."36
Dr. Larson further highlights: "A survey ofthirty years ofresearch on blood pressure
showed that churchgoers have lower blood pressure than non-churchgoers—5mm lower,
evenwhen adjusted to account for smoking and other risk factors.. .In a study ofthirty female
patients recovering from hip fractures, those who regarded God as a source of strength and
comfort and who attended religious services were able to walk farther upon discharge and
had lower rates of depression than those who had little faith."37
35Margaret Wills, "Connection, Action, and Hope: An Invitation to Reclaim the Spiritual in Health
Care," Journal ofReligion and Health (Connecticut: The Blanton-Peale Institute, 2007), 424.
36Claudia Wallis, "Faith and Healing," [Article on-line] accessed 6/20/2006.
"Ibid., 2-3.
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JeffreyLevin, a gerontologist and epidemiologist at Eastern Virginia Medical School
in Norfolk states, "People, a growing number of them, want to examine the connection
between healing and spirituality. To do such research, is no longer professional death.
Indeed, more and more medical schools are adding courses on holistic and alternative
medicine with titles like "Caring for the Soul." The majority, 10 to 1, presents the material
uncritically, reports Dr. Wallace Sampson ofStanford University, who recently surveyed the
offerings of every United States Medical School."38
ATime/CNNpoll of 1,004 Americans conductedbyYankelovich Partners foundmat
82% believed in the healing power of prayer, and 64% thought doctors should pray with
those patients who request it. Yet even today few doctors are comfortable with that role. 'We
physicians are culturally insensitive about the role of religion," says David Larson, noting
that fewer than two-third of doctors say they believe in God. "It is very important to many
of our patients and not important to lots of doctors."39
Dr. Herbert Benson, president of the Mind/Body Medical Institute of Boston's
Deaconess Hospital and Harvard Medical School believes "anywhere from sixty to ninety
percent of visits to doctors are in the mind-body, stress-related realm. It is a triumph of
medicine that so many ofus live long enough to develop these chronic woes, notes Benson,
traditional modes oftherapy, pharmaceutical, and surgical, do not work well against them."
In Dr. Benson's view, "prayer operates along the same biochemical pathways as the
relaxation response. In other words, praying affects epinephrine and other corticosteroid
38Claudia Wallis, "Faith & Healing."
39Ibid., 4.
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messengers or stress hormones, leading to lower blood pressure, more relaxed heart rate and
respiration and other benefits."40
In 1997, an American Heart Association Journal reported these findings. "People
who hold to a particular faith and attend religious services have generally better health than
those who do not." Susan Everson, research scientist at the Human Population Laboratory
of the Public Health Institute in Berkeley, California learned that middle-aged men who
experienced high levels ofdespair had twentypercent greater occurrence ofnarrowed arteries
than did optimistic men. Everson said, 'This is the same magnitude ofincreased risk that one
sees in comparing a pack-a-day smoker to a nonsmoker.' In other words, despair can be as
bad for you as smoking a pack of cigarettes a day! Yes, a Christian attitude of hope
contributes to good health."41
The Pentecostal outpouring that led to the establishment of the Pentecostal
Denomination was through the belief and teaching that healing was included in the
atonement of Christ. From the author's experience with the Church of God in Christ, a
Pentecostal denomination, healing was usuallypracticed accompanied withprayer, the Word
of God, laying on of hands, and the anointing with oil. Members of the church were not
instructed against utilizing medical therapy, but to trust God to heal with or without medical
intervention. Some were healed as a result of the practice. The author witnessed family
members and others healed through the power of God.
The ministry issue addressed the lack ofclergy and laity educated and trained in the
40Ibid., 2.
41David J. Smith, "Barriers," How Can IAsk Godfor Physical Healing? (Grand Rapids: Chosen,
2005), 79.
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ministry of healing to bring wholistic well-being and soundness to their congregants. The
desire of the author in presenting the project was to retrieve the ministry of faith healing.
People are living longer with major health problems, there is not sufficient researched
technology to bring about a cure for all illnesses, and some do not have insurance to cover
the cost ofmedical treatments. The church has been given the ministry ofhealingby the Lord
Jesus to assist those who may not be able to receive medical treatment. Regardless, it is the
responsibility ofpastoral leadership to educate and train other clergy and laity to have such
a ministry in place. Healing is rooted and grounded in the gospel message that the author
supports also.
Flora Slosson Wuellner, in her book Release has theorized that spiritual leaders are
not prepared through prayer to bring healing and restoration to their congregations. She
discusses the woman who was bowed for eighteen years in Luke 13:10-13. "Now He was
teaching in one ofthe synagogues on the Sabbath andjust then there appeared a woman with
a spirit ofinfirmity that had crippled her for eighteen years. She was bent over and was quite
unable to stand up straight. When Jesus saw her, He called her over and said, 'Woman, you
are set free from your ailment.' When He laid his hands on her, immediately she stood up
straight and began praising God."42 She continues, "We see in this story not just a bodily
healing but a spiritual and emotional healing as well...We see also Jesus' anger and
indignation over the communal cruelty that would have kept her bent and burdened one day
longer."43 The story of the bowed woman represented someone who was in complete
42Flora Slosson Wuellner, 48.
43Ibid., 49-50.
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bondage. She needed to be made whole. In the case ofthis woman, spiritual leaders were not
willing to be an imitator ofJesus, to learn from him how to liberate those who were bound.
Jesus met many challenges with the religious sect of his day, the Pharisees,
Sadducees, and the scribes. They were not open to be educated and trained by Jesus to do
Kingdom work, because they did not believe He was from God. The ruler ofthe synagogue
expressed displeasure because Jesus healed thebowedwomanon the Sabbath, in Luke 13:14.
Jesus expressed indignation over the fact that the ruler of the synagogue was not pleased
because the woman was delivered from unjust bondage.
The author believes that if the Christian church would have an intentional ministry
to practice healing the congregants, they would not only live longer, but would be healthy.
Included in the ministry of healing would also be practiced health maintenance and
preventive measures. People are living longer with chronic illnesses, with more medical
expenses due to advanced medical technology not having all of the answers. Many are
frustrated with living. One patient expressed to the author on a home visit in 2006 that he
wanted to die. As the author listened and allowed the patient to ventilate his frustrations he
expressed being tired of living on oxygen and other medical therapy without any
improvement in his health.
Dr. Andrea D. Sullivan wrote a book on Naturopathic Health, titled A Path to
Healing: A Guide to Wellnessfor Body, Mind, and Soul. She states, "The overuse of drugs
has caused more problems. Recent research tells us that preventable, drug-related diseases
and deaths cost $77 billion a year. The elderly are especially vulnerable and suffer greatly
from the misuse of drugs. Being on an average of thirteen drugs each year, they take 40
42
percent ofall prescription drugs, resulting in a 10 percent incidence ofadverse conditions."
She continues, "Even with all ofthe technology, drugs, and surgeries, our health as a nation
has not improved. We may live longer but not healthy, productive ways."44
The author believes those in pastoral leadership who will engage in healing the sick
will help them to have a better quality of life, spiritually, emotionally, physically, socially,
and economically.
The author visited a patient recently who was saddened and admitted taking thirty-
three pills a day for different ailments. It was disheartening because initially the medications
seemed to improve the conditions, but the patient still suffered from the same chronic
problems. Experiencing the pain and shame ofthose who are suffering regularly the author
continues to ask the question, why is there a lack offaith healing in the church? The question
was asked in Jeremiah 8:22, "Is there no balm in Gilead? Is there no physician there? Why
then has the health of my poor people not been restored?"45 The author asks why is it so
difficult to see the needs ofthe people who are in our midst daily? Many do not have hope,
so therefore they focus on their illnesses without a vision for recovery. Proverbs 29:18 says,
"Where there is no prophecy, the people cast offrestraint, but happy are those who keep the
law."
A review of the literature indicates that there have been efforts to address the
challenges ofhealing within the church. Christians have been oppressed from various kinds
v , r, 4*^ldrea D- Sullivan. A Path to Healing: A Guide to Wellnessfor Body, Mind, and Soul (New
York: Broadway Books, 1998), 95.
45Jeremiah 8: 22, New Revised Standard Version.
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ofillnesses, but scripturally Jesus came to liberate those held in bondage against their will.
He gave to his body, the church, authority and power to act in His behalfthrough the Holy
Spirit. The ministry issue is the lack ofclergy and laity educated and trained in the ministry
ofhealing to bring wholistic well-being and soundness to their congregations. The desire of
the author to see the church retrieve the ministry of faith healing includes ministry for the
total person. To re-emphasize what was stated previously, the Christian church has been
given the ministry ofhealing by the Lord Jesus; to assist those who maynot be able to afford
medical treatment, or recover from traditional therapy, alone. The author believes it is the
responsibility ofpastoral leadership to educate and train others to have such a ministry in
place. Healing is rooted and grounded in the gospel message ofJesus Christ, therefore it is
scriptural and a benefit to the body of Christ.
John G. Lake was called a man ofhealing.... had such an incredible healing ministry
that according to statistics, the U. S. Government declared his city Spokane, Washington, to
be the healthiest city in America. He was sent to Africa and during a five year span.. .Upon
his return to America, John Lake established a ministry in Spokane, Washington which
resulted in no less than 100,000 astounding miracles of healing within the space of five or
six years."46 There have been established over four hundred and thirty healing ministries
under John G. Lake's legacy in the United States. The author met a woman who was visiting
her home church in Atlanta, New Birth Missionary Baptist Church. The visitor gave the
author a healing manual from a Healing Rooms Ministry in Powder Springs, Georgia; it was
affiliated with the ministry in Spokane, Washington.
John G. Lake, "A Man ofHealing," [Article on-line] available from: httD://www.healinerooms
com, accessed 5/6/2006.
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The data obtained is from someonewho intentionally envisioned aministry ofhealing
that would be cross-generational, to include various ethnic groups, and in geographical
locations. The author envisions the faith healing ministry to expand globally.
The empirical literature revealed data that had been studied among medical and
surgical patients by scientists, physicians, and other researchers to ascertain the outcome for
those who practiced their faith along with medicine. It was amazing to find out how the
attitude of scientists and physicians has changed to include spirituality in the care of their
patients. Research revealed the estimated cost annually paid by those who seek alternative
sources of healing, such as faith healing. Data emphasized research that had been done to
address the issue on why there is a lack of faith healing in the Christian church. The data
acquired helped to support the author's suspicion; different conversation partners have
played a significant role in their negative influence concerning faith healing. The desire of
the author is to retrieve the ministry offaith healing through education and training ofclergy
and laity. The empirical research revealed barriers to overcome among some Christian
churches for healing to be an effective ministry of the church for the twenty-first century.
Dr. J. C. McPheeters, President ofAsbury Theological Seminary lived to be ninety-
four years old. "He said that from scriptures and from his own personal experience, he had
learned that there are at least five miracles ofhealing that the Lord wants to give us." Briefly
the author will discuss the five miracles of healing. "First, there is the miracle of instant
cure.. .the power offaith and the instrumentality ofprayer has brought about instant healing.
Dr. Price, an early participant in the Episcopal Healing Order ofSt. Luke said that in his fifty
years in a ministry ofhealing, he had witnessed thirty-seven instant healings." The second
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miracle Dr. McPheeters called, "is when God undertakes by nature to heal us. One example
is when a person cuts their thumb and it heals after cleaning it, and no further interventions
are needed."47 Peter Steinke talks about the body having the capacity to heal itself; whether
it is a physical body or a congregation ofbelievers.
The author experienced a fractured of her left arm in 2005, while attending the
Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia. While preparing to leave home
to visit a patient the author fell in her home and fractured her arm. The radiologists did not
discover the fracture for four weeks after it happened. All the evidence was present, such as
loss ofstrength and mobility, mild to moderate pain, initially, and some swelling. During the
fourth week the orthopedic surgeon discovered the fracture above the elbow. He asked, "Do
you want me to wrap it?" The author said "no, it is already healing." For six days a long arm
splint was worn that was put on at the emergency room ofCrawford Long Hospital, but no
further intervention was used. God undertook to heal the fractured arm when the physician
was unable to treat the fracture medically.
Dr. McPheeters said, "God undertakes to heal through doctors and nurses and
medicine. He undertakes through other people to bring about healing in our lives." The third
miracle is from "God leading us to the right cure for our malady. God sometimes leads us
to a cure. He may lead us to a doctor, or a healing remedy, or a healing community. When
it happens, most ofus readily confess God guided in this." He discussed a case in the Hebrew
Bible in 2 Kings 20: 1-11. King Hezekiah developed a boil that was spewing infection
throughout his body. Prophet Isaiah told him to get his house in order because he was going
Maxie D. Dunnam, "Some Healings Is Up To You," IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflections,
On Healing, Wholeness, and Restoration (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004), 16.
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to die. The king reminded God in prayer "his position in relation to God." God heard the
prayer and Isaiah was sent back to Hezekiah to give a Word from the Lord that he would live
and not die. Fifteen years was added to his life. This is awesome story of how God
demonstrates His love in answering the prayers ofhis sons and daughters when in a crisis.
The fourth miracle, "sometimes it is leading us to a particular worship service where we hear
the Word of God preached, and by a miracle of the Spirit, that becomes God's blazing,
transforming Word for the day. Sometimes it is the Holy Communion, when we take the
bread and the wine.. ,"48
The fifth and last miracle Dr. McPheeters discussed is "the miracle ofthe sufficiency
of God's grace. Paul had a thorn in his flesh and he wrestled with it day and night."49 God
would not remove it.
The author has been informed ofand witnessed different types ofhealings, and she
knows how God interacts with humanity to demonstrate the love ofChrist for those who are
wounded. Most healings have been from prayer and faith being used together; sometimes
accompanied with the laying on of hands, and anointing with oil. There have been cases
when the grace of God was so manifested in worship, through the anointing of the Holy
Spirit that many have been delivered and healed at the same time. This was verified by the
testimonies of the recipients. The desire is to see people pressing their way to get in the
presence ofGod, so that his power will be revealed to them in such a unique way that their




This is an interesting paragraph by Zach Thomas from a sermon titled, "Healing
Touch: The Church's Forgotten Language." This may be a challenging endeavor for some
people. "Can Christians in families, churches, and seminaries learn once again to touch
compassionately? Can congregations once again coordinate heart and hand in liturgies for
healing? Maybe, ifwe are sure such a project is not a New Age fad. Maybe, ifwe know we
will not be mistaken for charlatans or lechers. However, we can answer a definite 'yes' ifwe
are convinced that touch is an essential part of healing ministry; 'yes,' if we are certain
healing touch is one of the gifts of the Spirit entrusted to the community of faith."50 The
touch concept is antiquated for some modern churches, but this may be the place God is
asking the church to return to. Jesus was not afraid to touch the leper or the woman with the
issue ofblood, both were considered untouchables by society. In touching and allowing them
to touch without feeling condemned their oppression was lifted instantly. Our theology
should be about transforming lives, or liberating people from the spirits of oppression.
Whether it is sickness, poverty, racism, abuse, or whatever the case happens to be. If the
church is going to model after the head, Christ, it needs to practice liberation theology.
Clergy and laity should embrace the theory empowered vulnerability, love sets free, even at
the expense oftaking risks.
Central Themes of Thought - Section II
This section demonstrates knowledge about research for the Dissertation concerning
miracles. Three types ofhealings will be briefly explored for the purpose ofthe reader, but
the author is mainly emphasizing faith healing.
50Zack Taylor, "Called and Created to Touch," IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflections, on
Healing, Wholeness, and Restoration (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004), 7.
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Dr. Edward L. Smith wrote a study guide manual titled A PostModem Introduction
to Philosophy and Theology. Chapter II includes the thesis that assists you to understand the
capacity ofhumankind as spiritual beings in their relationship with God.
"The thesis ofthis chapter is that God is capable ofaction-at-a-distance. All humans
have spiritual capacity, paranormal ability, and are consequently both receptive to God and
in relation with God. The phenomenon, which delivers God's directives and creative agency,
is the Spirit of God.... that God is Spirit and works through prehension should be kept in
mind while reading the entire chapter."51 Prehension is "mental understanding."52
The author has a degree in nursing and was taught that for every occurrence there is
a rational explanation. Science does not understand interventions that are supernatural in
nature and cannot be explained with a scientific reason. "There are those ofus who are led
by the Spirit.... we would not concede to a claim of simple illusion just because some
scientists say, 'no known cause' and thus it is impossible.53 More physicians and scientist are
acknowledging there is a spiritual dimension that some of their patients are connected to.
Through commitment to their faith patients are demonstrating to them the reality ofanother
power greater than science. Many scientist and physicians have not been educated in the
realm ofthe Spirit. Dr. Larson supports this statement as previously expressed. "Noting that
fewer than two-third ofdoctors say they believe in God. It is very important to many ofour
Edward L. Smith, "A Post-Modem Approach to Religious Experience, and the Spirit of
God," A Post-Modem Introduction to Philosophy and Theology: A Series In Postmodern Studies
(Georgia: The Research Center Press, LTD Publishing Arm, 1999), 16.
52Mark A. Stevens, Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed. (Massachusetts- Merriam-
Webster, Incorporated, 1993), 919.
"Edward L. Smith, 17.
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patients and not important to lots ofdoctors."54 The author agrees with Dr. Larson, in twenty-
nine years of healthcare there has been rarely any physician in her experience who has
acknowledged God in the healing process oftheir patients.
The concept of "paranormal phenomena" may help to explain why scientists and
physicians are reluctant to accept the reality of God as our source of being. "Paranormal
phenomena involve the post-modern paradigm. Paradigms are like windows through which
we see reality. According to John J. Heaney, 'paradigms are very important because they
usually decide what we can observe.' Ofcourse the term paranormal here means whatever
is outside of the normal paradigms of science and critical reasoning."55 Which is specific
action happening outside the normal occurrence, without a scientific cause. It is sometimes
called the supernatural or the miraculous.
inA Postmodern Introduction toPhilosophyand Theology, Dr. Smith discusses three
types of healing that are closely connected with psychokinetic power. According to John
Heaney, "Christianityhas been associated with paranormal healing from the beginning. Jesus
and His disciples practiced paranormal healing as a sign ofthe presence ofthe Kingdom of
God. The recent upsurge ofparanormal healing groups in the Church, therefore, should not
be seen as some fringe phenomena or fad. Both secular and religious commentators present
varying approaches to paranormal healing." Dr. Smith states, "Three prevalent explanations
stand out: (1) Paranormal healing is caused either by coincidental 'spontaneous remission'
or bypsychosomatic processes which bring about self-healing. (2) Paranormal healing is the
54Claudia Wallis, "Faith & Healing, 4.
55EdwardL. Smith, 21.
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result ofa miraculous and direct intervention by God. (3) Paranormal healing is the transfer
ofsome sort of 'energy' from the healer to the healed, and probably it is a form of a human
power."56
A brief explanation will be demonstrated for each form ofhealing addressed in the
manual to bring clarity to the readers. This is a unique way ofpresenting various forms of
healing. One type of healing Dr. William Nolen, "a surgeon and the author ofA Doctor in
Search ofa Miracle believes most cures are the result ofthe powers of suggestion." This is
one form of paranormal healing. Dr. H. Richard Casdorph took some before and after
pictures of patients healed in Kathryn Kuhlman's healing ministry and realized that "the
symptoms cleared up instantly, while the cure itselfwas gradual."57
Paranormal healing that is "miraculous and direct action by God" another form of
healing discussed in the manual. Many charismatic healers claim that they are nothing but
channels for God's power, hi The Power to Heal, "Frances MacNutt who was at the time a
Dominican priest.. .identified different sources of healing. These included natural forces,
which might be released or speeded by prayer, suggestion and love, as well as the creative
act of God."58
The author does not believe things happen by coincidence, which means accidental,
random, orby chance, but believes it is the hand ofGod working even through other sources.
It may be through spiritual means such intercession, use of medicine, or by an individual
altering their lifestyle. There are enzymes and other cells in the body to allow for self-
56Ibid., 26.
57Edward L. Smith, 26-27.
58Ibid., 27.
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healing, because the body has been created with those properties. Becoming disciplined in
an effective dietary regime may enhance the process of the body cells regenerating
themselves, therefore, aiding the healing process. Psychosomatic illness occurs from an
emotional problem. A person may have unforgiveness toward someone else and it will
eventually affect their physical body. As one is liberated from the emotional issue the
symptoms will usuallyrevert. The deliverance is through counseling and/or spiritual renewal.
Flora Slosson Wuellner discusses in herbook, Release the process ofgradual healing.
After a major surgery "healing took place at different levels," and the phases were "recovery,
restoration and renewal."59 When the affliction is caused by a spirit of infirmity, as in the
case of the woman who was bowed for eighteen years in Luke 13: 11-13; it is a different
method oftreataient, and medical technology cannot provide a cure. Jesus said to the woman
she was loosed from her ailment, which was caused by a spirit of infirmity. She was
delivered from the spirit that had her bound for all those years and healed spiritually,
emotionally, physically, and probably financially. Those who are bound by a demon spirit
have to be delivered supernaturally. Antidepressants and other remedies may be given, but
only to suppress inappropriate behavior, not as a cure.
When Jesus healed individuals there was no trace or evidence of their previous
condition. The author was healed from a compressed disk as confirmed by radiology, and it
has been without evidence ofthe disorder. When abenign cyst was removed from both breast
she experienced the stages ofhealing discussed byFlora Slosson Wuellner. Francis MacNutt
states, "All Christians have the ability to pray for healing, but it is up to God to heal, and
59Flora Slosson Wuellner, 87-88.
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none ofus are filled with spiritual power to the uttermost as Jesus was."60 The blind man was
touched twice by Jesus to receive his sight, but that was not always the case recorded. Not
that Jesus lacked the power, but to encourage others to be persistent even in difficult cases.
The body does have the power to regenerate itself and it can be a process.
One theory addressed byReverend Wuellner is "empowered vulnerability." It means
the love that has been set free by God to choose freely, to take risks, to reach out, to
withdraw, and to suffer, to give from a deep center that has been released from prisons ofall
kinds, and knows clearly what it does."61 Francis MacNutt believes there are three levels of
healing and Christian love is one level ofhealing. "When a sick person experiences Christian
love in a group, this love has curative power of its own. This power to heal can be
considerable."62 Bothjoin in identifying love as a component for physical healing as well as
other healings. For the Project/Dissertation purpose physical healing was the focus.
The last paranormal healing discussed in "a transfer ofpsychokinetic energy from the
healer to the healed. John Heaney discloses some "controlled experiments in paranormal
healing. According to Heaney, probably the most famous of these experiments were those
performed with the healer, Colonel Estebany a former Hungarian Army Officer living in
Canada. Dr. Bernard Grad, a biochemist from McGill University in Montreal, conducted the
original experiments."63
In the first experiments, skin wounds were made on the backs of mice in suitable
60Francis MacNutt, "What is God's Will?" The Power to Heal (Indiana: Ave Maria Press, 1977),
144.
61Flora Slosson Wuellner, 18.
62 Francis MacNutt, 69.
"Edward L. Smith, 27.
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containers placed between his hands fortwo fifteen-minute periods daily, five and ahalfdays
a week, until the wounds were healed twenty days after they were made. In addition,
Estebany held in his hands for thirty minutes vessels with solution with which plants were
laterwatered bythe solution held byEstebany. In general, and particularly in Estebany's case
belief in God and God's power reaps positive results:
These experiments imply that some 'force' or 'energy' is involved.
Grad believes that healers who claim that the healing is not done by
themselves, but by some Higher Power evoke a positive emotion in
themselves by their faith. A positive emotional state in the healer is
conductive to healing. Unconditional positive regard, empathy and
genuineness are all conducive to paranormal psychokinesis healing.
When the healed is a human person, trust seems vitally important.64
The theory of "divine persuasion" is "power that crosses from the healer to the
enzymes." An experiment was conducted with Olga Warral, "one ofthe most successful and
tested healers in the United States...a healer with "psychokinetic power." In 1974 an
experiment was done using a "cloud chamber to determine whether some measurable energy
was given offby the healers hand." It proved to be so powerful. "When charged alpha or beta
rays pass through the chamber; they ionize the air and produce a visible trail ofpositive or
negative ions. Olga placed her hands at the sides of the chamber without touching it, and
visualized energy flowing from her hands as she does when she heals. An energy wave
pattern was observed in the chamber.. .she was about six hundred miles away in Baltimore
the experiment was successfully conducted."65




stretch out her hand, she followed the instruction. Energy flowed from the hand ofthe other
pastor like rays flowing, with heat. The author had not experienced anything like it before.
There have been times when some have been around the author and stated that their hands
were very hot as people were being prayed for their healing. The author has not experienced
either, but has prayed for people in the past and some have received their healing
miraculously, and reported it being confirmed by their physician.
The last paranormal example involves touch therapy. "Dr. Delores Krieger ofNew
York University has trained nurses in touch therapy. In controlled experiments, this
technique has been shown to change hemogloblin content in the blood. It has been introduced
into many hospitals in the United States." There is an on going discussion whether it is
psychic healing or faith healing. It is difficult for those who need a scientific explanation for
how healing occurs.. .Psychic healing appears to be based on transfer from healer to patient
of some form of energy not yet understood that provides a direct physiological stimulus.
Faith healers often use suggestion, which may stimulate the body's immunological system
to work harder and can heal psychosomatic illness."66
This research has been interesting and educational to discover the various
experiments on healing. The many ways of God cannot be explained and we really do not
have to understand His ways, just be led by the Spirit and practice what has been given for
the believer to do. For some this is not realistic. The Lord said that he would give unto the
believerpower. The Holy Spirit came to empowerJesus for his season on earth and that same
Spirit empowers believers as promised. Jesus said to his disciples in John 14: 12, "Verily
id., 29.
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truly, I tell you, the one who believes in me will also do the works that I do and in fact, will
do greater works than these, because I am going to the Father."67 In Acts 4:1-4 the reality of
what Jesus had prophesied came to pass, the disciples both men and women were filled with
the Holy Spirit and empowered for greater works.
"John 14: 12, NRSV.
CHAPTER IV
BIBLICAL LITERATURE
A review ofthe literature indicates that there have been efforts to address the various
challenges ofthe lack of faith healing in the Christian church. Biblically, the foundation of
the project finds its basis modeling after Jesus who came to peach and to heal according to
Luke 4:18-19. "The Spirit ofthe Lord is upon me, because He has anointed me to preach the
gospel to the poor; He has sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the
captives, and recovery of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are oppressed; to
proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord." Healing is not a new concept from the Hebrew
Bible to the New Testament there are recorded cases of those who have been healed. The
ministry of Jesus focused on the liberation of others through preaching and healing, and
many were touched and healed because God anointed Him to preach deliverance to the
oppressed. Acts 10: 38, reveals that Jesus had to be prepared before He could minister in
signs and wonders. "How God anointed Jesus ofNazareth with the Holy Spirit and power,
who went about doing good and healing all who were oppressed by the devil, for God was
with Him."1
James H. Harris in Liberation Preaching, shares his understanding on preaching to
'John C. Maxwell, "Luke 4: 18-19," The Maxwell Leadership Bible: New King James Version
(United States: Thomas Nelson Bibles, 2002), 1234.
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liberate others. "Liberation preaching is preaching resistance to popular culture. Again, this
is reflected in the life and message ofJesus (see Luke 4:18; 7:36-50, who seemingly did not
care about being accepted by social elites and other religious leaders. In reference to Jesus'
resistance, David Butterick says, 'because He was liberated, He did not have to belong.. .He
was at liberty to be with the excluded because He never sought to be socially included.' Jesus
resisted the cooptation ofthe status quo and preached resistance.. ."2
The authority and the anointing to heal was given to the church by Christ. The Great
Commission in Mark 16:18 inform us ofone sign that shall follow the believer. "They shall
lay hands on the sick and they shall recover..." The Great Commission is the power of
attorney for the believers. The disciples were engaged in the ministry with Jesus, and were
given delegated authority to act in His behalf, to preach and to heal. Later, after the ascension
ofChrist, the apostles were empowered by the Holy Spirit to continue preaching and healing
in the name of Jesus. Believers in our contemporary society have been given the same
authority and power to continue in that vein. My issue was the lack of faith healing in the
Christian church. The question asked: Why have clergy and laity not been engaged
intentionally in the ministry ofhealing to liberate those who are sick in body? The author's
desire was to bring awareness to the ministry of faith healing through an education and
training manual for clergy and laity.
The writer ofJeremiah 8:22 ask a question that parallels with the author's question.
"Is there no balm in Gilead? Is there no physician there? Why then has the health ofmypoor
2James H. Harris, 'Telling It Like It Is," Preaching Liberation (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
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people not been restored?"3 Balm was "resin from the storax tree, produced especially in the
north Transjordan region of Gilead, widely used for medicinal purposes."4 Jeremiah was
speaking ofa spiritually sick nation, Judah who had been exiled to a foreign land due to then-
disobedience. The physician and medicine that was available was not acceptable. In the
Matthew Henry's Commentary the question is asked again, "Is there no balm in Gilead—no
physician there? Yes certainly there is; God is able to help and heal them, there is a
sufficiency in Him to redress all their grievances. Why then was not their health restored?
It was not owing it to God, but to themselves; it was not for want ofbalm and a physician,
but because they would not admit the application nor submit to the methods of cure.. .The
blood of Christ is balm in Gilead, His Spirit is the physician there, both sufficient.. .so that
they might have been healed.. ,"5
Smith Wigglesworth preached a message titled "There is a Balm in Gilead." He said
the healing balm is the Word ofGod. He told a story ofriding on a train with a mother and
her daughter; both were sick. He said to them, "I have something in this bag that will cure
every case in the world. It has never been known to fail." They became very interested and
finally summoned up the courage to ask for a dose. He opened his bag took out his Bible, and
read them the verse in Exodus 15:26, "I am the Lord who heals you." Smith Wigglesworth
continued to expound on the topic "There is a Balm in Gilead." He said, "God's Word never
Michael D. Coogan, Marc Z. Brettler, Carol A. Newsome, and Pheme Perkins, eds. The New
Annotated Bible: New Revised Standard Version, 3rd ed. (Oxford: University Press, 2000), 1092.
"Ibid., 1092.
^Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible: Complete and Unabridged (United States-
Hendrickson's Publishers, Inc., 1991), 1241.
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fails. He will always heal you if you dare to believe him. As I talked about the wonderful
physician, the faith of both the mother and daughter went out toward God and He healed
them both right in the train."6
One theory the author has developed and discussed is fear of failure, because there
have not been any contemporary role models to mentor pastoral leadership in the area of
healing. Another reason why pastoral leadership is reluctant to have an intentional ministry
of healing may also be related to the misuse of the gifts. The author has witnessed what
seems to be apower struggles among spirit filled believers on who is to receive the credit for
the work that the Holy Spirit has done. This theory parallels with Flora Slosson Wuellner
whose believes that spiritual leaders are not prepared through prayer to deal with the gifted
or the dark side ofhumanity for inner healing. Manypastoral leaders may fear venturing into
an area of ministry they have not been prepared to function in. There may not have been
contemporary role models for those in pastoral leadership to mentor them like Paul did
Timothy. Paul admonishes Timothy concerning the spirit of fear, "For God has not given us
a spirit of fear, but ofpower and oflove and of a sound mind."7 John Maxwell shares some
insights on leaders and their gifts. He said leadership is most influential, natural, and
effective when it is done through a person's "gifts and strengths." Paul was not particularly
concerned about Timothy's youth but he wanted him to be confident in "three truths: his
secure heritage, his spiritual gifts," and "his solid conviction" that God did not give him the
spirit of fear.
sSmith Wigglesworth, "There is a Balm in Gilead," The Master's Healing Presence Bible, Benny
Hinn, ed. (United States: Thomas Nelson Bibles, 2003), 758.
72 Timothy 1:7.
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There are five leadership roles in the Christian church given by Christ to edify and
equip the church. "And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some
evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the equipping ofthe saints for the work ofthe
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ..."8 John Maxwell discusses an unlikely
leader. "Nothing can make someone more unlikely-even unwilling—to lead than feelings
of inadequacy. God does not necessarily choose leaders based on their talent or ability.
Neither does he always choose them based on their age and experience. As Paul tells
Timothy, God chooses leaders based on their availability, not their ability; on their
willingness to walk in obedience to Him, not their experience."9
R. A. Torrey has a sermon titled "A Fresh Infilling." Two scriptures in his sermon
may help to explain the theory. ITimothy 4: 14 declares, "Do not neglect the gift that is in
you, which was given to you by prophecy, with the laying on ofhands ofthe elder-ship." 2
Timothy 1: 6 declares, "Wherefore I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift of
God, which is in thee by the putting on ofmy hands."10 R. A. Torrey said, "Repeated fillings
with the Holy Spirit are necessary to continuance and increase of power. For each new
service that is to be conducted, for each new soul that is to be dealt with, for each new
service for Christ that is to be performed, for each new day and each new emergency of
Christian life and new service, we should seek a new filling with the Holy Spirit."11
"John C. Maxwell, "Ephesians 4: 11-12."
'John C. Maxwell, "An Unlikely Leader," The Maxwell Leadership Bible, 1477.
10lTimothy4:14NKJV.
"R. A. Torrey, "A Fresh Infilling," The Master's Healing Presence Bible, Benny Hinn, Ed
(United States: Thomas Nelson Bibles, 2003), 1264.
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The author believes the Apostle Paul was not talking about the Spiritual gifts as
discussed in 2 Corinthians 12: 8-11. He was referring to the ministry gifts addressed in
Ephesians 4: 11, the apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor and teacher. At the time of the
ordination ofTimothyprophesywere spoken over him. Paul had to remind Timothy as a new
leader ofthe church not to allow those prophesies to lie dormant, but stir them up to utilize
for the leadership role you are now in. With each ofthe ministry gifts there are spiritual gifts
for leadership to operate in as the Spirit wills, for the church to prosper.
Whyhave God's people in His church not been healed? Surely the balm is available
and the physician is ready, not only for a spiritual healing but in body also. God is the Great
Physician with healing in His wings. "But for you who revere my name the sun of
righteousness shall arise with healing in its wing."12
Christ was and remains the role model for the church. Jesus came to preach and to
heal. He was anointed by God with the Holy Spirit and power to heal the oppressed
according to Acts 10: 38. He has never rescinded the original plan to set those free who are
held captive in spirit, soul, and body. For this study, the author emphasized healing ofthe
body. Someone asked the author a question about healing. "What do you do when some one
is not healed?" The author informed her that the believer is to pray to God in faith but it is
up to the Lord to heal when and how He chooses to heal. The person praying should believe
without doubting and expect God to do what is asked, according to his Word. Try to
encourage the person to receive by what the Lord Has said in the scriptures in regards to
healing. If God chooses not to answer the way you requested, trust God and encourage the
12Malachi 4: 2, NRSV.
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individual to do so, because Go does not have to heal according to our timetable.
Healing can occur in different ways such as through obedience, an example is the
narrative of the lepers; miraculously as with the woman with the issue of blood, and
progressively, an example would be the blind man who saw men as trees at first. The
narrative of the ten lepers represented those who received their healing through obeying a
directive given by the Lord. Jesus instructed them to go show themselves to the priest
according to the Levitical Law, as they went they were healed.
"Now it happened as he went to Jerusalem that He passed through the midst of
Samaria and Galilee. Then as He entered a certain village, there met Him ten men who were
lepers, who stood afar off. And they lifted up voices and said, 'Jesus, Master have mercy on
us!' So when He saw them, He said to them, 'Go, show yourselves to the priests.' And so it
was that as theywent, they were cleansed. And one ofthem, when he saw that he was healed,
returned and with a loud voice glorified God.. ,"13
Oneprerequisite to be arecipient ofhealing was addressed during theproject; to have
faith in God. In the manual, Unit I the author discussed the importance ofexercising faith to
receive anything from God. Jesus reminded those in his audience that ifthey could believe
all things are possible to the believer. The purpose for the unit on faith was to encourage the
listeners to remember the promises given by the Lord on exercising faith. There were
differentmethodsJesus used forthose who cameto Him in faith whetherit was the recipient,




methods to use in praying for others to be healed. Some ofthe biblical methods were He met
oppositions from the religious leaders, but Jesus continued to heal. Jesus entered the
synagogue on the Sabbath, and the religious leaders watched to see ifHe would heal the man
with the withered hand. "So they watched Him closely, whether He would heal him on the
Sabbath, so that they might accuse Him. And He said to the man who had the withered hand,
'Step forward.' Then He said to them, 'Is it lawful on the Sabbath to do good or to do evil,
to save life or to kill?' But they kept silent. And when He had looked around at them with
anger, being grieved by the hardness of their hearts, He said to the man, 'Stretch out your
hand.' And he stretched it out, and his hand was restored as whole as the other."14 The
religious leaders plotted against Him because He was controversial. Faith healing is
controversial, but healing was controversial among the religious sects during the time that
Jesus practiced His ministry on earth.
Some controversy was explained during the project, such as the beliefthat the gift!
and miracles wereofantiquityorofaformer period. Thechallenge today is that somepeopl
do not believe in the gifts of the Spirit or in miracles. The cessation theory has influenced
manydenominations concerning the cessation ofthe gifts and miracles between the first and
the third century. The author did not have many clergy and laity from local churches to
respond in participating inme Sun^eyQuestionnaire, nor the project. The Shivelycommunity
ofLouisville, Kentucky is steeped in Baptist tradition and Catholicism and the gifts of the
Spirit are not usually practiced in most churches. Paul discusses diversity ofthe gifts within
the body of Christ, and how each member can operate as a team celebrating the diversity.
'"Mark 3: 2-5.
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"And God has appointed these in the church: first apostles, second prophets, third teachers,
after that miracles, then gifts ofhealings, helps, administrations, varieties oftongues. Are all
apostles? Are all prophets? Are all teachers? Are all workers ofmiracles? Do all have gifts
ofhealings? Do all speak with tongues? Do all interpret? But earnestly desire the best gifts.
And yet I show you a more excellent way."15
Daryl McNabb a pastor ofthe Waverly Baptist Church, in Waverly, Kansas wrote an
article for his biblical counseling course titled "The Biblical View of111 Health." He said that
healing during the day of Jesus and the apostles was not the same. He said ".. .they differ
widely in purpose. Their purpose was the attestation of truth.. .These miracles were called
signs ofan apostle in 2 Corinthians 12:12. There are no apostles ofJesus Christ. The signs
gave indisputable evidence that these men were from God. Todaywe have God's completed
Word to substantiate our preaching."16 This is one challenge the church faces today, it is
literally unbelief in the five fold ministry gifts Christ gave to the church according to
Ephesians 4:11. These gifts are to edify and equip the body ofChrist until He returns for his
church.
The gifts ofthe Spirit was introduced in 2 Corinthians 12: 8-11, and many in church
leadership believe the gifts have ceased because Paul says in 1 Corinthians 13: 8, "Love
never fails. But whether there are prophecies, they shall fail; whether there are tongues, they
will cease; whether there is knowledge, it will vanish away. For we know in part and we
prophesy in part, but when that which is perfect has come, then that which is in part will be
152 Corinthians 12:28-31.
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done away."17 Some in Christian leadership have believed that love is the perfect gift and the
other gifts have ceased. Paul said the gifts ofprophecies, tongues, and knowledge will fail
and because of this truth, the cessation of the gifts theory has been effective for mainline
denominations. "Mainline/mainstream churches: A term with varying meanings clustering
around those Protestant denominations which have historically been major forces in
American religious life."18 Allowing the gifts to operate as the Holy Spirit wills, and
motivated by love, can be an awesome force to combat oppression. Martin Luther King was
motivated by love to have peaceful demonstrations to combat the evils ofracism. He was a
liberator ofthe oppressed using a nonviolent approach.
The Holy Spirit is the one who empowers the believer to operate in the gifts, as the
Spirit wills. The Word ofGod informs the Christian believer to do good, especially to those
who are ofthe same faith. Galatians 6:10 states, "Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us
do good to all, especially to those who are ofthe household of faith."19
When God chooses to heal through individuals, is it right to obey God or to obey
humankind? Is it right to withhold from a brother or sister when it is God's will to encourage
one of His sons or daughters to transform a life? I believe these are ethical questions for
pastoral leadership. After doing theological reflection they should be able to come up with
a pastoral response.






healing on the Sabbath caused conflict for Jesus. After the man in Mark 3:1-5 was healed
ofthe withered hand, conflict arose. "Then the Pharisees went out and immediately plotted
with the Herodians against Him, how they might destroy Him."20 James and Evelyn
Whitehead discuss conflict among Jesus earlier followers. "In Galatians 2, Paul recounts his
disagreement with Peter and James over a crucial issue ofministry—whether to circumcise
new converts who were not Jews... Often it is in conflict, even by means ofconflict, that the
future is revealed. This early conflict among the first generation ofJesus' followers was both
painful and generative. Their disagreement brought deeper understanding. In this struggle,
a broader vision ofthe church emerged."21
Conflict arose among the apostles and the Sanhedrin Council in Jerusalem. When
they had all gathered the question was asked "By what power or by what name have you
done this?" In other words, they wanted to know by what means was the lame man who was
laid at the gate ofthe temple called Beautiful, healed in Acts 3: 1-10. After seeing the man
that was now healed, the Sanhedrin admitted it was a striking miracle, but they did not want
to counter, or go against tradition. After discussion among themselves they decided to
threaten the apostles to put fear in them to cease using the name of Jesus and performing
miracles. Regardless, it caused the apostles to be more determined to preach the risen Christ,
and to heal. The apostles prayed for boldness to continue the work they had been called to
do. "Now Lord, look on their threats, and grant to your servants that with all boldness they
20Mark 3: 6.
21James D. and Evelyn E. Whitehead, "Pastoral Insight: From Insight to Action," Method in
Ministry: Theological Reflection and Christian Ministry (Chicago: Sheed & Ward, 1995), 92-93.
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may speak your Word, by stretching out your hand to heal and that signs and wonders may
be done through the name ofyour Holy Servant Jesus. And when they had prayed, the place
where they were assembled together was shaken; and they were filled with the Holy Spirit,
and they spoke the Word ofGod with boldness."22 Through theconflict that arose, thechurch
grew and was united, the Word of God spread and miracles continued to be manifested,
according to Acts 5: 14-16. "Now many signs and wonders were done among the people
through the apostles. And theywere all together in Solomon's Portico. None ofthe rest dared
to join them, but the people held them in high esteem. Yet more than ever believers were
added to the Lord, great numbers ofboth men and women, so that they even carried out the
sick into the streets, and laid them on cots and mats, in order that Peter's shadow fall on
some ofthem as he came by."23 The apostles received a fresh anointing for greater works as
Jesus had prophesied in John 14:12. "Mostly assuredly, I say to you he who believes in me,
the works that I do he will do also; and greater works than these he will do, because I go to
my Father."24
Jesus was referring to believers being empowered by the Holy Spirit after His
ascension to do greater works in massive numbers, to include other ethnic groups, and in
different geographical locations. For Christ to say the disciples would do greater works than
they were experiencing was an overwhelming promise to believers in that Era, the present,
and to future believers. "In the kingdom of nature they should work greater miracles. No
miracle is little, but some to our apprehension seem greater than others. Christ had healed
22Acts4:7,29-31.




with the hem ofHis garment, but Peter with his shadow, Paul by the handkerchiefthat had
touched him. Christ wrought miracles for two or three years in one country, but his followers
wrought miracles in his name for many ages in divers countries."25
The story of the Shunammite woman is about a person who extended favor to the
prophet Elisha when he passed through Shunem. He prophesied to her that by the same time
the next year she would embrace a son, because she and her spouse had no children. It
happened just as Elisha said. The child grew, but one day he became ill and died.
The mother went to Mt. Carmel where the prophet dwelled. She told him the tragic
situation ofher son, and insisted that she would not leave until he followed her to where the
child lay. "When Elisha came into the house, there was the child, lying dead on his bed. He
went in therefore, shut the door behind the two ofthem, and prayed to the Lord. And he went
up and lay on the child, and put his mouth on his mouth; his eyes on his eyes, and his hands
on his hands; he stretched himselfout on the child...the flesh ofthe child became warm. He
returned and walked back and forth in the house, and again went up and stretched himself
out on him.. .the child sneezed seven times, and the child opened his eyes."26
This is an example ofthe prophet taking a risk to tell this woman who was child-less
that by the following year she would be a mother. He reached into her deepest need to release
a spiritual, emotional, and possibly a physical healing to this woman. She especially needed
a son because her spouse was getting older, and the son would be able to provide care for his
mother when she became elderly.
2SMatthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible, 2014.
M2 Kings 8: 20-35.
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When the Shunammite woman's son died, Elisha reached out and allowed the Holy
Spirit's life in him and his action of faith, to cause life to return to this boy. As a healthcare
professional this was similar to how rescue breathing was done initially, for those who had
been found in respiratory arrest, whether in the hospital, marketplace, highway, at home.
Mouth to mouth breathing was done, and the hands were used to pump the chest symbolizing
the pumping ofthe cardiac muscle. Except for using a shield to protect the rescuer, breathing
for the respiratory arrest person continues to be mouth to shield to mouth, in some cases. The
author recalls the theory, empowered vulnerability: love sets free, and it often means taking
a risk for someone else. Faith healing is controversial and is therefore a ministry that requires
taking a risk, but love sets free. For God so loved the world that He gave his only son Jesus,
according to John 3:16.
James 5: 14-16 gives the church instructions concerning what to do when there is
someone oppressed with sickness among the congregation. "Are any among you sick? They
should call for the elders ofthe church and have them pray over them, anointing them with
oil in the name of the Lord. The prayer of faith will save the sick, and the Lord will raise
them up; and anyone who has committed sins will be forgiven. Therefore confess your sins
to one another, and pray for one another, so that you may be healed. The prayer of the
righteous is powerful and effective."27
This passage of scriptures reveals the importance ofintercession, which is, praying
in behalf of another. In the community of believers the sick was to summon the elders,
pastors or ministers of the church, to request their assistance in prayer. It was the duty of
"James 5: 14-16, NRSV.
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those called to pray over the sick. "In the times of miraculous healing, the sick were to be
anointed with oil in the name ofthe Lord. Expositors generally confine this anointing with
oil to such as havethepowerofworkingmiracles; and, whenmiracles ceased, this institution
ceased also. In Mark's gospel we read ofthe apostles anointing with oil many that were sick,
and healing them. Mark 6: 13. And we have accounts ofthis being practiced in the church
two hundred years after Christ."28 The miracles ceased the writer states and also the rite of
anointing with oil. Some Protestants have concluded that this rite should not be laid aside
during any age, but are for those who have faith for healing. The prayer over the sick is what
saves the sick not the anointing with oil. It is important that those being anointed as well as
those anointing to have faith in God. The prayer of faith will cause the sick to be raised up.
If any sins have been committed, they shall be forgiven after confession of their faults.
"Wherepersons have injured one another, acts ofinjustice must be confessed to those against
whom they have been committed. Where persons have tempted one another to sin or have
consented in the same evil actions, there they ought mutuallyto blame themselves and excite
each other to repentance." In order for the prayer to be righteous the person must not have
iniquity in their hearts. "If I regard iniquity in my heart the Lord will not hear my prayer,
according to Psalm 66: 18."29
As we have seen even in the biblical literature there has been so much controversy
over the ministry of healing due to unbelief, tradition, skepticism, and hermeneutics of
suspicion. This is "a term in liberation theology denoting the need to recognize that certain
We' "James 5:12-20'"(United States:
29Ibid., 2420.
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dominant forms and conclusions in biblical interpretation maybe serving to reinforce forms
ofdominance, oppression, and agendas ofpower. Thus one should be suspicious ofreceived
interpretations."30
The Bible does not say that the gifts and miracle ceased and the Word of God
preempted them as well as love being a more excellent gift to pursue. The miracles, the gifts
ofhealings, and faith are power gifts that can only be utilized through being empowered by
the Holy Spirit. Joel prophesied, "And it shall come to pass afterward that I will pour out my
Spiritonallflesh. Your sons and daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams,
your young men shall see visions. And also on my menservants and on my maidservants, I
will pour out my Spirit in those days."31
Just as Joel prophesied it came to pass on the Day ofPentecost, according to Acts 2:
1-4. "When the Day ofPentecost had fully come, they were all with one accord in one place.
And suddenly there came a sound from heaven, as ofa rushing mighty wind, and it filled the
whole house where theywere sitting. Then there appeared to them divided tongues as offire,
and one sat upon each ofthem. And they were all filled with Holy Spirit and began to speak
with other tongues, as the Spirit gave utterance."32
John Maxwell states something that is significant to leadership, "Leaders can never
empower anyone else until they are first supematurally empowered themselves. Whenever
someone is filled with the Holy Spirit, something happens. Empowered leaders express




God's power; then empower others.33 This statement supports the theory, the lack ofclergy
and laity educated and trained in healing to help their congregants.
Bishop Paul S. Morton, the pastor ofGreater St. Stephens MissionaryBaptist Church,
formerly located in New Orleans, now the headquarters is in Decatur, Georgia, due to the
Katrina Hurricane. He was reared in a Pentecostal denomination, The Church of God in
Christ; he acknowledged his call into the ministry in 1967, and became pastor ofGreater St.
Stephens Missionary Baptist Church in 1975. His church grew, and he felt the call of God
to found the Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship on March 13,1993; he was consecrated bishop
and named presiding bishop. His vision was to bring the full gospel to the Baptist church.
Bishop Morton believes the key to his ministry success "is the added emphasis ofthe
work and gifts ofthe Holy Spirit that he brought to the Baptist church from his Pentecostal
upbringing." He says, 'We believed the basics ofthe Bible that you needed to be saved. We
believed in the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. But growing up in the
Pentecostal church, I knew that God had another level for us as it related to the fullness of
the Holy Spirit, as it related to casting out demons, laying hands on the sick, speaking in a
heavenly language.' Through this effort "the traditional Baptist church" was transitioned
"into the fullness ofthe Holy Spirit."34 Before the book was published in 2002, over twenty-
five hundred congregations were affiliated with the Full Gospel Baptist Church Fellowship.
Martin Luther was a church reformer who claimed that the gifts and miracles ceased
"John C.Maxwell, 1316.
34Marvin A. McMickle. An Encyclopedia ofAfrican American Christian Heritage (Valley Forge:
Judson Press, 2002), 37-38.
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after the first century, but he asserted that the ".. .sermons ofthe Holy Ghost are veryneedful
for us, that thereby we be comforted, and that the Holy Ghost may put boldness and courage
into our hearts, that we may stoutly thrust ourselves forward, let who will be offended, and
let who will reproach us, and that although sects and heresies arise, we may not regard
them."35
The teachings ofMartin Luther and other church reformers has been influential in
Christian tradition. Mainline churches have consented to follow the teachings of the
reformers, and have not been sensitive to the Holy Spirit shifting the church into a realm of
supernatural changes.
The Biblical literature revealed the challenges Jesus met with religious leaders such
as the scribes, Pharisees, and the Sadducees. Healing was controversial during the time Jesus
practiced his ministry on earth, but nevertheless, he continued to preach and heal. They
challenged Jesus for releasing the oppressed many times. Today, many clergy and laity
skeptical of the gifts and the grace of God toward humanity, therefore healing is not
intentional ministry ofthe church. The challenge for contemporaries leaders for the twenty-
first century, is how to model Christ in liberating the oppressed when conventional means
has reached its limits.
are
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CHAPTER V
THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE
The theological literature reveals divine providence toward humanity. It compels the
church to look at what God has provided "beforehand" and what is in the divine plan ofGod
for humanity. Divine providence is, "God's maintenance, guidance, and continued
involvement with creation and humans as means ofcarrying out divine purposes in history."1
God is concerned about the sufferings ofhumanity. God is ever present in the midst ofthose
who are marginal, broken, forsaken, or the oppressed in any form. From Genesis to
Revelation God has revealed His plan for humanitywhich includes salvation ofthe soul and
healing for the physical body. Even with the fall ofhumankind in the Garden ofEden, God
provided a way for humanity to be redeemed through Christ, which includes the eternal pi,
of salvation.
an
There are manybenefits included in the redemptive plan ofsalvation and one ofthem
includes healing for the physical body. This study has focused on divine healing or faith
healing through various methods; it all points to Christ as the healer through the powerofthe
Holy Spirit. God chooses and anoints people to pray for others to be healed, whether pastoral
leadership or laity. All God wants is an available body for His anointing to flow through to
release the captives. There has to be a voice who will believe that the Word ofGod does not
Knox Pres





change when it comes to Christ blessing His church. Malachi 3: 6 says, "For I am the Lord
I do not change..." There may be controversy concerning whether the gifts and miracles
still prevalent today for the church to utilize, but God is not con-fused about His eternal pi
forhumankind. Revelation22:1-2 reveals the river which flows from the throne ofGod, and
nourishes the tree of life, from whence our healing comes from. Healing is included as one
eternal benefit for healing ofthe nations. "Then the angel showed me the river ofthe water
oflife, bright as crystal, flowing from the throne ofGod and ofthe Lamb through the middle
ofthe street, ofthe city. On either side ofthe river is the tree of life, with its twelve kinds of
fruit, producing its fruit each; and the leaves of the tree are for healing of the nations. The
leaves ofthe tree were for the healing ofthe nations. Nothing accursed will be found there
any more..."2 Sickness is a curse, and a result of the rebellion of Adam and Eve in the
Garden ofEden. As they remained in God's presence, He protected them. Rebellion against
God alienated Adam and Eve from Him, exposing them to the curse of sin which includes
sickness.
The question continues to be asked, why is there a lack of faith healing in the
Christian church? The author has placed emphasis on the lack ofclergy and laity trained in
the ministry of healing to help their congregants. The premise is that many church leaders
fail to model the ministry of Jesus in healing the sick because of church tradition. As
addressed previously, some mainline Christian churches such as the Baptists, Presbyterians,
some Methodists, United Church of Christ, and others have been influenced by Church
D'22- 1 % "
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reformers and theologians; theybelieved the gifts and miracles went out between the first and
third century. Spiritual renewal or salvation is practiced faithfully in mainline denominations,
but the ministry ofhealing the sick is usually neglected.
Healing in most Christian churches is a neglected ministry, but it is also a
controversial topic. Faith healing is not a local issue, but it is a universal issue. Fuller
Theological ethicist Lewis B. Smedes, and Fuller Theologian Colin Brown do not feel that
we can appropriately celebrate the miraculous healings ofsick people in a world ofchronic
and unhealed pain. Smedes calls this new triumphalist narcissism where divine acts become
arbitrary, whimsical signals. By triumphalist, the writer is referring to some who may have
"an arrogant confidence in a set of beliefs."3 Narcissism refers to "self love." Arbitrary is
"left to one'sjudgment." Whimsical means "oddly or out ofthe ordinary, to include "funny,
playful."4 The writers believe we can arrogantly celebrate those who are healed at the
expense ofsomeone who may not have received their healing. To the writers it may seem
like ajoke to celebrate some who are healed while others are not so fortunate.
The author believes celebration is appropriate for what God has done. Celebration
in the form of praise and thanksgiving gives glory to God. An individual may have been
utilized to pray for someone for their healing, but all honor and glory goes to God for His
grace and compassion toward those who are marginal. It is also appropriate to thank the
individual who was sensitive enough to the Holy Spirit to pray for you, or to lead you where
you could get help.
BvA/*JT ?r> 7eaUng^ Prayer'" Health andMedicine in the Evangelical Tradition: Not
By Might nor Power (Pennsylvania: Trinity Press International, 1994), 152.
"*«"'' N™ ^Dictionary and Thesaurus (Cleveland:
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A traumatic experience happened in the life ofthe author when her son was in a near
fatal accident in 1993. He was paralyzed, and as a result rods were placed in his back due to
broken vertebraes. His spinal cord was "stretched and pulled to the side," the surgeon
reported after surgery, and Shawn had a one percent chance of ever walking again. A few
days after the first surgery, he developed bleeding ulcers and as fast as they were giving him
blood it was flowing out ofhim. The author received a call at 3:05AM on Monday from the
physician. He stated, "Shawn just died, but we brought him back, if we do not take his
stomach out, he will die again." The author declared to the surgeon, "You will not take his
stomach out." Later that day after the surgery was over; the surgeon informed the family that
one-halfofShawn's stomach, his spleen, and his stomach nerves had been removed to stop
the bleeding. He developed endocarditis, an infection around the heart lining and he was on
antibiotic therapy for months. He was on a ventilator and had a respiratory arrest when the
nurses attempted to get him out ofbed. He had to wear a brace from his neck to his waistline
to support him in an upright position for over a year. Shawn could not eat for weeks due to
removal of one-halfhis stomach, and allowing time for recovery, restoration, and renewal
to take place. On entrance to his room one day, two physicians were standing by his bed, one
on each side. Theymoved their heads in dismay and one said, "We have done all that we can
do for Shawn." The author spoke these words, "Do not worry, Shawn will live because we
are praying for him." He is alive and doing well.
The sincere prayers of the righteous are powerful and effective. Experiencing God
heal so many family members and others within the family of God, has encouraged the
author to engage in the study ofwhy there is a lack offaith healing in the church. The author
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and those who knew the situation Shawn endured celebrated different levels ofhis healings,
although he has not walked, he believes it will happen. The desire ofthe author is to retrieve
faith healing for the Christian church. Manypeople will benefit from clergy and laity having
an intentional ministry for God to heal the sick. The ministry could be under the leadership
ofthe pastor, and he or she would empower others in the congregation to anoint, lay hands
on, and pray for those who are sick. Faith healing can be a Para-church ministry to reach out
to those who are in prison, in hospitals, and also in nursing homes.
The purpose of the project was to empower pastors, ministers, church leaders,
educators, and those lay members who have not already been addressed. The aim is to
educate and train leaders on how to practice faith healing without reservations and to
promote soundness and wholeness among the church. Empowering others is a biblical
principle that is first seen in the Hebrew Bible with Moses/Joshua and Elijah/Elisha. In the
New Testament Jesus mentors His disciples and Paul mentors Timothy to become a pastor.
In looking at Jesus and His mentoring ministry, the disciples were very effective in modeling
after Him.
As ahealthcare provider, the authorhas seen the disillusionment ofpeople who suffer
chronic illnesses, and are spending large sums ofmoney for medical care, but cannot receive
a cure. Jesus was compassionate toward those who suffered from bodily illnesses as well as
from other afflictions. Healing is a vehicle whereby God will be glorified, and it is also
instrumental in causing humanity to be reconciled and restored back to God. The author is
Theo-centric in her theological views, and believes in the Trinity, as God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Holy Spirit. They are one with distinct roles and/or responsibilities, just
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as the body of Christ is to be one body with many members. With so many members there
are different theological views concerning the gifts and the grace of God. Some may be
misconstrued, nevertheless, the members are to walk in love and live at peace with each
other.Eveninthetwenty-firstcentury,thetheologyofthesixteenth century church reformers
is still impacting our seminaries, churches, and lives in the Christian world.
Martin Luther, a sixteenth century church reformer, "suffered numerous bodily
ailments. He often associated the power ofgrace with physical relief or comfort. For when
the soul is healed...the body has benefitted also." The emphasis is placed on the soul, a
philosophical Plato Dualistic view. Luther believed miracles ceased after the first century,
and that prayer and faith were not "cure-alls," but were responses to situations happening in
the lives ofindividuals. "For Luther, the highest remedy was God's grace."5 Included in the
grace ofGod is healing for the total person, which includes the body. Martin Luther believed
the Word ofGod was sufficient for whatever situation he faced in life, therefore, he suffered
when God may have wanted to be glorified in healing Martin Luther. Jesus proclaimed the
Kingdom ofGod was present wherever He went, so all who came to Him were healed.
David J. Bosch says, "The reign ofGod arrives wherever Jesus overcomes the power
ofevil. He addressed the many forms evil takes such as: pain, sickness, demon-possession,
personal sin, and immortality, the loveless self righteousness of those who claim to know
God, the maintaining ofspecial class privileges; the brokenness ofhuman relationship."6 We
cannot limit the grace ofGod to our finiteness. The Word dwelled among humankind and
mnv. wi StiTenke' "Hf[^ Con&e&tio™>" Healthy Congregations: A Systems Approach
irginia: An Alban Institute Publications, 1996), 82.
6Davis J. Bosch, 107.
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manybeheld His glory, the incarnate Jesus, who practiced liberation in his involvement with
those who were oppressed.
David J. Bosch discusses something that is so relevant to my ministry issue in how
it should be viewed. "Thus there is in Jesus' ministryno tension between saving from sin and
saving from physical ailment, between the spiritual and the social. Salvation involves the
reversal of all evil consequences of sin, against both God and neighbor.. .Liberation to, else
it is not an expression of salvation....liberation to always involve love to God and
neighbor."7 Jesus used the word whole a few times when He engaged in healing the
oppressed. He knew that in every case sin was not necessarily the cause for the sickness, but
in some cases sin was the direct cause. The man that was brought to Jesus who was paralyzed
received his healing and he had his sins remitted or forgiven by the Lord, according to the
narrative in the gospel, Matthew 9:1-8. Jesus told the woman with the issue ofblood that her
faith had made her whole in Mark 5: 25-34. He told one ofthe ten lepers who came back to
worship that he would be whole in Mark 17:11-19. The word whole means to "save, deliver
or protect; preserve and do well"8
The Hebrew Bible reveals in Isaiah 53: 5, He was wounded for our transgressions,
He was bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement for our peace was upon Him, and by His
stripes we are healed "9 Jesus suffered for the total salvation of humankind. Flora Slosson
7David J. Bosch, "Luke-Acts: Practicing Forgiveness and Solidarity," Transforming Missions:
Paradigm Shifts in Theology ofMissions (New York: Orbis Books, 1991), 33.
'James Strong and John R. Kohlenberger, in. The New Strong's Expanded Exhaustive
Concordance ofthe Bible (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2001), 245.
9John C. Maxwell, "Isaiah 53: 5," The Maxwell Leadership Bible: New King James Version
(United States: Thomas Nelson Bibles, 2002), 867.
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Wuelhier states in her book, Feed My Sheep, that the church is the community in which
healing is suppose to occur. It is a place where a wounded person finds help and comfort.
"Tragically, many church liturgies still center around the sin rather than the wound, and they
often do not even mention the condition ofwoundedness. It is also tragic that many churches
do not include healing services and healing prayer groups as a matter of course. Churches
often fail to emphasize the healing power ofthe Communion service."10 As stated previously
the church should be the healing center that offers comfort, counseling, love, peace, sharing,
silence, the presence and power of God, and to expect the supernatural to occur.
God's love toward humanity is expressed in liberating the oppressed. One theory
Flora Slosson Wuelhier emphasized in her book Release, and the author supports as a
framework for why faith healing is important for the Christian churches is the theory of
"empowered vulnerability-love sets free."11 It is giving sacrificially to help someone else
even at the risk ofbeing labeled different. Love released the woman in Luke 13:10-13, even
though she had been bound for eighteen years. Jesus was teaching in the synagogue on a
Sabbath and He interrupted His teaching to call the bowed woman over to release her from
of spirit of infirmity. This was a demonic spirit that held this woman bound for all those
years. Infirmity means feebleness ofbody or mind, malady, frailty, weakness, diseases, and
sickness.12
Flora Slosson Wuelhier said "communal cruelty" would have left the woman in the
10Flora Slosson Wuellner, "Depth Healing: The Leader's Urgent Need," FeedMy Shepherds:
Spiritual Healing and Renewalfor Those in Christian Leadership (Nashville: Upper Room Books, 1998),
87.
"Flora Slosson Wuellner, Release, 18.
12James Strong, 119.
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bowed position. Jesus became righteously indignant because ofher condition and released
her as well as changed her name in the process, to "daughter ofAbraham." Two things Jesus
did that was against the law, the noticing of a woman, and releasing or healing her on the
Sabbath. Not only did He heal her, He changed her identity in the midst ofthose present. He
wanted her to be completely liberated including her mind; changing hername gave her anew
mindset. When others reminded her ofher former state, she did not have to sink into despair
because she had been made whole. "What is more, He gave her a name that appears nowhere
else in the Bible, a daughter of Abraham. This was a designation of almost indescribably
dignity, ofrichness oflineage, one that is almost impossible for us to understand."13 Those
who were present in the synagogue understood the Torah, and the significance of being a
seed ofAbraham.
The tradition ofhumankind says the grace of God was sufficient for her disability.
Jesus looked at her and decided that His grace was powerful enough to produce tangible
evidence, and she did not have to remain as she was. Jesus viewed her as a seed ofAbraham
with all the rights and privileges included in that covenant relationship with God. He
perceived her as a woman who was living beneath her blessings and consciously made a
decision to liberate her. Christ became a curse while hanging on the cross, so that those who
believe in Him might be made free. The scripture states, "Christ redeemed us from the curse
ofthe law by becoming a curse for us-for it is written, 'Cursed is everyone who hangs on
a tree,' in order that in Christ Jesus the blessing ofAbraham might come to the Gentiles, so
that we might receive the promise ofthe Spirit through faith. Now the promises were made
"Flora Slosson Wuellner, Release, 49.
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to Abraham and to his offspring, it does not say, 'And to his offsprings,' as ofmany, but it
says, 'And to your offspring,' that is, to one person, who is Christ."14
The scriptures reveal to us Abraham was justified by faith four hundred and thirty
years before the law. "Just as Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned to him for
righteousness, so you see, those who believe are the descendants of Abraham. And the
scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by faith, declared the gospel
beforehand to Abraham, saying, 'All the Gentiles shall be blessed in you.' For this reason,
those who believe are blessed with Abraham who believed."15
The question asked, "Whythen the law? It was added because oftransgressions, until
the offspring would come to whom the promise had been made; and it was ordained through
angels by a mediator. Now a mediator involves more than one party, but God is one"16
Jesus came not to abolish the law, but to fulfill it. That is, to fulfill the promises that
belonged to covenant sons and daughters through the promises given to Abraham. Faith
healing is nothing more than believing God to heal you outside of the usual conventional
means, that is through medicine. It is not suggesting that God does not heal through
medicine, but for too long many have given the credit to medical intervention and
management, now it is being shifted back to the redemptive plan of God before the
foundation ofthe world.
Emily Gardner Neal shares her reflection about the ministry ofhealing in her book,
I4Galatians3: 13-14, 16.
15Galatians 3: 6-9, NRSV.
ISGalatians 3: 19-20.
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The HealingPower ofChrist. "All knowledge is ofGod, given and revealed to men byHim
and medicine is part ofthis knowledge. To reject it is to reject a gift ofGod. The purpose of
the healing ministry is not to eradicate medicine, but to seek that cooperation ofmedicine
and religion which will best assure the total wholeness ofthe individual...Over the centuries
countless lives have been lost because people have not believed or sought the healing power
ofthe risen Christ."17
The author agrees with Emily Gardiner Neal in that all knowledge is from God that
pertains to life and godliness. Scientists and physicians who practice advanced medical
technology have helped so manypeople, but at times they are perplexed as to what is the best
regime for the healthcare that is warranted. When humankind is at their extremity it gives
God an opportunity to perform a miracle. Some cases God alone has to heal so that the glory
will be given to Him. People have to be redirected back to the living God and to know that
total salvation ofhumanity rest within a relationship with Christ.
God does not mind ifHis name is used to free someone from undeserved oppression,
whether it is spiritual, physical, emotional, social, or economical. The moment Jesus decided
to release the bowed woman from the condition she had been in for eighteen years, He knew
Jewish tradition would oppose His timing for the deliverance, but it did not matter. Clergy
and laity have to get to a place in their Christian journey that being about the Lord's work
is worth more than trying to please humankind.
Maxie D. Dunnam, Chancellor of Ashbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,
Kentucky, shares his theological reflection ofthe man at the pool ofBethsaida who had been
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there for thirty-eight years. "Jesus shocked him with the question, 'Do you want to be
healed?' I believe that is congruent with all that Jesus was, everything Jesus did, and
everything Jesus said. He does not violate our freedom. He does not trample on our
personhood. He invites us to be saved; to be healed. God calls us into His kingdom, but we
have to make a response."18
The author believes this is the response many need to make. Yes, to salvation, and
yes to receiving the healing power ofGod for wholeness. God allows each person to make
a decision concerning their spiritual walk. It is the will of God for none to perish and all to
come into the knowledge ofthe truth, that is, reality that has been established. Each person
will be responsible for the truth they have been made knowledgeable of. As stated
previously, there are many ways to interpret the Word ofGod, but the church is in a season
where some are seeking divine revelation from the Holy Spirit. Christian leaders are
responsible to teach the truth without compromise, to reveal the true nature of Christ. To
whom much is given, much is required. It is expected of each person in leadership.
James and Evelyn Whitehead states, "Theological knowledge like all wisdom is both
liberating and dangerous." Many people "approach the tradition" believing there is an
authority that is absolute and that it holds answers to the truth that life demands. Some have
not been taught to think theologically, but have relied on others. "The invitation to think
theologically calls people to relate to their religious heritage in a new way." They begin to
care and understand about their lives as well as others, and comprehend that "truth has
18Maxie D. Dunnam, "Some Healing is Up to You," IAm the Lord Who Heals You: Reflections
on Healing, Wholeness, and Restoration (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004), 19-20.
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contexts... .tradition carries particular weight as trustworthy, but it is not the single absolute
in another person's life."19
When pastors are confronted with the task of thinking theologically, it puts the
responsibility on the individuals to not just rely on what others have said, but to dialogue
with tradition and be willing to do a paradigm shift. Too often the church has been stuck in
a traditional mode and not willing to take risks; to venture from the past to experience the
new thing God is trying to do for the Church. There must be a bridging ofthe gap, with past
and present experiences for dynamic changes. There are incidents happening in our society
that requires pastoral leadership, educators, and laity to view their religious heritage from a
different perspective. For example, the AIDS pandemic is increasing and is not exclusive in
who is affected. Pandemic is the wide spread range ofa disease. There is not a scientific cure
for the disease. Millions are affected and the death rates are phenomenal. It is now time for
pastors, educators, and laity to rethink their theology, and realize there is no absolute
authority, but God. What would Jesus do regarding the AIDS pandemic? Would Jesus keep
the genuine church tradition where God has been revealed to us through Christ, or would he
theologize about the cessation of the gifts and miracles?
The church is at another pivotal point in history, and needs to make the right decision
that will not only affect the church, but will impact the world. The world needs to come in
contact with a saving, loving, forgiving, and healing Christ. The only way this will happen
is the church must shift from doing theology as usual. Onepurpose for retrieving the ministry
of faith healing is to reach the world for Christ. Faith healing is a way to reach out to a
"James and Evelyn Whitehead, "Assisting Adults to Think Theologically," Method in Ministry:
Theological Reflection and Christian Ministry (Chicago: Sheed & Ward, 1995), 103-104.
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hurting humanity, to give them hope. The healing some need may not be necessarily of th,
body, but it could be an inner healing. Christ desires to heal every area ofour lives that hurt.
For almost thirty years of being involved in healthcare, the demands are becoming
greater that the church get involved in the ministry of healing. Go back to what was done
previously, when the Evangelical clergy and the physicians worked together to provide care
for the total person. Why is this so important now? There is a decline in people who can
afford health insurance, an increase in the longevity of the elderly with chronic health
problems, and the rise of diseases without the modern technology to bring about a cure.
Scientists and physicians have done studies and are now witnessing the recovery of their
patients who are affected by their faith, and their connection to a community of faith.
CHAPTER VI
A MANUAL TO EMPOWER CLERGY AND LAITY
The title of Project/Dissertation, Faith Healing Ministry: A Christian Education
Modelfor Clergy andLaity, implied the need for faith healing to be an active and intentional
ministry ofthe Church. This chapter highlighted the process bywhich clergy and laity began
the transformation to be empowered, in establishing a faith healing ministry within the
church or Para-church ministry. First, the awareness was raised for clergy and laity through
participation in a Questionnaire Survey (see Appendix A & B). This effort included clergy
and laity from different denominations, to introduce the concept of faith healing and to
stimulate thinking and conversation around the issue. Secondly, a Faith Healing Ministry
Manual (see Appendix D) was developed to be utilized as a tool to empower clergy and laity.
This tool was designed to be a reference guide for clergy and laity in the event the desire to
initiate such a ministry should occur. Thirdly, seminars were conducted to teach and train
participants in initiating a ministry of faith healing, to bring holistic well-being and
soundness to the Christian church. The efforts included three seminars and one actual healing
service using the Faith Healing Ministry Manual that was designed to assist in teaching and
training clergy and laity on how to heal the sick. To have an accurate understanding offaith
healing the author gave the participants a definition. Faith healing is: "Healing that comes
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as a result ofreligious faith rather than through overt medical means."1
The Questionnaire Session
Theflrst task was assessing the knowledgeofpeopleconcerningtheministryofFaith
healing; i, involved engaging mem in a Questionnaire Survey. Initially, the author mailed
out eighteen questionnaires for clergy and laity to complete. "Questionnaires are paper and
pencil instruments designed to collect particular bits ofinformation torn participants within
ministry settings. On balance, when a reasonable return rate is assured, questionnaires are a
quick and simple way to obtain a fairly solid reading ftom a setting.- A letter accompanied
meque.tionnairerequestingtheirparticipationincompletingmeform.Explananonastothe
purpose for participating, along with a return stamped envelope was included. Informally,
twelve other people were asked personally by the researcher to participate which included
both clergy and laity, eight returned their questionnaire. Out ofthe eighteen questionnaires
that were sent to clergy and laity not one returned to the researcher. Further explanation will
be given in the final chapter on Summary and Conclusion.
The eight participants who returned their questionnaire, they represented four
denominationswhowerealreadyengagedinaministryofhealing,,oadegreeintheirchurch
or ministry. Each participant expressed their desire to participate in the Faith Healing
seminars, and some were involved. A few expressed their concern about the initial
questionnaire being too lengthy and detailed. The questionnaires were reduced to one page
John Knox Press, 1996), 49.
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and with fewer details.
Small Group Session
Since there was such a small response from clergy and laity within the community,
the author decided to use a group where the response would be more controlled. Participants
from two congregations were used to participate in the project, the author's church, Faith
Dominion Church and a sister church, Greater Holy Unity Church. Included were pastors,
ministers, and laity who were seniors, middle and young adults, married couples, and single
adults. The congregations had been informed about the seminars and their participation was
requested prior to the event. Clergy and laity met in small group settings to discuss the need
and purpose for the proj ect. All participants agreed that faith healing is a ministry that should
be a vital part in each congregation. They expressed the desire to have a healing center for
the sick to be ministered to on a regular basis. During the preparation stage ofthe project the
researcher discussed the issue and purpose with Dr. Edward L. Smith, Associate Professor
of Systematic Theology, and Chairperson of researcher's Doctoral Project/Dissertation
Committee. He reminded researcher that faith healing is a controversial issue and that a
thorough interpretation is needed to teach and train others how to heal the sick. The author
submitted a detailed explanation to Dr. Smith during the Qualifying Exam on how to heal
the sick. The information submitted was by no means conclusive.
The seminars assisted clergy and laity to do theological reflection and to engage in
further conversation about the issue. The Faith Healing Ministry Manual was accepted as a
learning-training tool to raise awareness and to gain knowledge about the subject.
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First Seminar Sessions
The first Faith Healing Seminar sessions were held on June 10,2007 at the Holiday
Inn-Southwest in Shivery, a suburb of Louisville, Kentucky. The sessions were from 3PM
until 6PM. The sessions were fifty minutes with a ten-minute break including refreshments
after each session. Therewere fourpastors, five ministers, and seven laypersons present. The
Faith Healing Ministry Manual was written by the author and presented as a tool to assist
in teaching and training others. A book and manual onHow to Heal the Sick, by Charles and
Frances Hunter was available to purchase along with the Faith Healing Ministry Manual for
a cost of $30.00. All participants were allowed to receive the set even ifthey needed to pay
later; therefore they were able to understand what was being taught in the sessions.
Actual teaching was from the Faith Healing Ministry Manual. How to Heal the Sick
book and manual were not used in the sessions, but Unit Six in the Faith Healing Ministry
Manual includes segments concerning some approaches to healing the sick.
The seminars were scheduled at the Holiday Inn in Shivery, Kentucky; because the
author, as pastor had a contract with the hotel for weekly Sunday worship. It was cost
effective, convenient, and a guarantee of participants who attended weekly worship. The
seminars were announced for approximately four weeks during Sunday worship. Telephone
calls were also made to the congregants requesting their presence and participation in the
Doctor ofMinistry Project.
The Faith Healing seminars began by the author addressing the issue or need that
formed the basis ofthis Doctor ofMinistry Project. The need or issue addressed was the lack
ofpastors, ministers, and laity who have been trained to recognize and/or exercise the gifts
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of healings for their congregations. The author tried to bring more clarity by asking a
question. In other words, how can pastors, ministers, church leaders, and laity (laypersons
in the church) who have been bound in tradition, are legalistic in worship, and are skeptical
ofthe gifts ofthe Spirit be encouraged to develop a healing ministry that will transform the
lives ofpeople in their congregation?
A contemporary author, Flora Slosson Wuellner, has written a book on the subject
ofhealing, she discussed a theory that supports the issue in her book, Release: Healingfrom
Wounds ofFamily, Church, and Community. "We become sick with wounds that did not
begin with ourselves.. ..Spiritual leaders like myselfhave not yet fully perceived this, and
most of us have not dealt with either the gifted or the shadow side of this reality in our
healing and spiritual renewal movements. It isn't part of our teaching about prayer.3
During the seminars this theorywas used "We become sick with wounds that did not
begin with ourselves,"4 as stated by Flora Slosson Wuellnerwho argued that spiritual leaders
have not been taught how to heal and bring spiritual renewal through prayer. It supported the
author's one theorywhy clergy and laity are not involved in the ministry offaith healing due
to the lack ofteaching and training.
The purpose for this project was to retrieve the ministry of faith healing through
using a Christian education model to assist in teaching and training clergy and laity.
The author emphasized the purpose for the "Introduction." It included the title of
3Flora Slosson Wuellner, "Empowered Vulnerability," Release: Healing From Wounds ofFamily,
Church, and Community (Nashville: Upper Room Books, 1998), 14-15.
"Ibid., 14.
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Project/Dissertation, Faith Healing Ministry: A Christian Modelfor Clergy andLaity. She
believes it gives a clear explanation as to how the manual was written. Emphasis was put on
our "Christian tradition: our religious heritage, embracing both the Sacred Scriptures and the
long history ofchurch tradition... .the experience ofindividual Christians and the collective
experience of faith communities as voices essential to the conversation."5 The third
conversation partners are contemporary theologians and medical scientists.
An interesting article from the internet was presented on "Faith & Healing" by
Claudia Wallis. It emphasized how people are looking for alternative means to be healed.
"Not only do patients with chronic health problems fail to find reliefin a doctor's office, but
the endless high-tech scans and tests of modern medicine also often leave them feeling
alienated and uncared for. Many seek solace in the offices ofalternatives therapists and faith
healers, to the tune of$30 billion a year, by some estimates. Millions more is spent on best-
selling books and tapes by New Age Doctors.. ."6
The scriptural reference that has been the framework for the project/dissertation is
Luke 4:18,19, and it reads: "The Spirit ofthe Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me
to preach the gospel to the poor. He has sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to proclaim
liberty to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind. To set at liberty those who are
6/20/2006.
S&S^^
^ifan. ftayw. Faith and Spirituality Really Improve Your
*'"U1" ^ 1~~" ://web!0.epnet c.nm »7proxv.auctr.^r accessed on
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bruised, to proclaim the acceptable year ofthe Lord."7
The author explained to the participants that Jesus has been our role model and he
came to preach and heal. Jesus embraced liberation for those in bondage to sickness or
whatever it may be that held one captive. This passage ofscripture has given the author the
prompting to continue in practicing liberation theology.
Theauthor explained to participants thatmanymainline denominations have not been
involved in the ministry of faith healing due to controversy. Protestant reformers such as
Martin Luther, John Calvin, and Benjamin Warfield said the gifts ofthe Spirit and miracles
ceased after the first century. John Wesley said miracles ceased during the third century due
to lack of faith among believers. Mainline Protestants denominations such as: the
Presbyterians, Lutherans, Baptists, some Methodists, Church of Christ and others were
influenced by these reformers in their theological beliefs.
Reverend Nigel Mumford, director ofa healing ministry at Christ the King Spiritual
Life Center in Greenwich, New York states, "For some reason, the healing ministry has had
a bad rap, because of scandals involving television evangelists, most Americans discount
prayer for healing as nothing more than wishful thinking. Some Christians are trying to
restore dignity to the notion that Jesus is a healer. In 2003, he spoke to more than four
hundred physicians at John Hopkins medicine in Baltimore."8
The author contended that Christian education is necessary to retrieve the ministry




of previous faith healing ministries that has discredited the ministry of healing through
deception and fraudulent acts. Healing is in the redemptive plan of Christ for humanity. It
is one way Christ interacts with humanity to bring liberation to their situation. It is included
in the atoning sacrificial offering of Christ at Calvary.
The "Introduction" was presented along with an overview ofUnit One through Unit
Six from the manual, Faith Healing Ministry: Christian Education Modelfor Clergy and
Laity.
In Unit One the author addressed the importance of exercising faith for healing,
scriptural references was given concerning the importance offaith, the definition offaith, and
what medical scientists report about their patients who practice their faith during the process
ofhealing.
One case study is included in Unit One to demonstrate how God healed a woman
through prayer and faith who was diagnosed with multiple breast tumors in 2002. In 2007
she returned to Faith Dominion and requested the pastor to pray for her due to a back injury
she had sustained two months before. Once again, the Lord healed this woman ofthe back
injury through prayer and faith, and she was able to return to work. This case represents
healing through divine intervention. This case study was discussed during the seminars.
Some present in the seminars were present in the congregation when the woman returned to
say that her back was healed when the church prayed for her. She was wearing shoes with
high heels and testified that she had not been able to wear shoes of this type for over two
months.
Unit Two is titled "Healing Narratives." It includes scriptures with Jesus perf<
ormmg
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healing miracles. This unit demonstrates some ofthe methods Jesus utilized to heal the sick.
The author explained the love and compassion Jesus had for humanity; which was
manifested according to scripture as he healed the oppressed. One narrative in particular was
emphasizedduringthe seminar sessions from Lute 13:11-13. "...behold, there was awoman
who had a spirit ofinfirmity eighteen years, and was bent over and could in no way raise up.
But when Jesus saw her, he called her to him and said to her, 'Woman you are loosed from
your infirmity.' ...he laid his hands on her, and immediately she was made straight and
glorified God."9
woman
The author explained that Jesus was challenged in his effort to release the
from bondage on the Sabbath, "...the ruler of the synagogue answered with indignation,
because Jesus had healed on the Sabbath, and he said to the crowd, 'There are six days on
which men ought to work, therefore, come and be healed on them, and not on the Sabbath
day.' .. .so ought not this woman being a daughter ofAbraham, whom Satan bound, think
ofit, for eighteen years, be loosed from this bond on the Sabbath."10 This narrative helps to
support the argument concerning the lack of clergy and laity taught and trained in the
ministry of faith healing to help their congregations.
Many religious leaders are not sufficiently prepared through prayer Flora Slosson
Wuelmertheorizedinherbook,^/e^.TheauthorsupPortedthiSmeorydurmgme seminar
sessions. After the first session the author gave the participants time to ask questions before
a ten-minute break. There were no questions, but they gave comments such as: the sessic
• session
'Luke 13: 11-13.
10Luke 13: 14, 16.
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is good, I have gained information to help me, and I understand why some may not have a
ministry ofhealing.
Second Seminar Session
Session Two began with Unit Three, and it was initiated by the sharing of Sacred
Scriptures on the nine gifts ofthe Spirit. The gifts ofhealings were pointed out as a Spiritual
gift given to believers from the Holy Spirit, and that it is a gift to covet or desire to aid in
healing the sick. The narrative of the woman with the issue of blood was discussed to
demonstrate Jesus' power to heal in an environment when it was not lawful to do so, or
accepted. It was stressed that Jesus healed and does heal divinely without medical
intervention, as in this woman's case. Most of the time it is through advanced medical
technology the diagnosis is discovered, but it does not mean medical scientists has the cure
for all illnesses. The woman with the issue ofblood was such a case. Out of her need she
demonstrated faith to persevere in spite of the ramifications of opposing the Torah, the
Jewish Law.
The author shared what Leviticus 15:25 states, "Ifa woman has a discharge ofblood
formany days, other than at the timeofher customary impurity, or ifit runs beyond her usual
time ofimpurity, all the days ofher unclean discharge shall be as the days ofher customary
impurity. She shall be unclean.'"' The woman with the issue ofblood prophesied to herself
that if she could touch the hem ofJesus' garment she would be healed, and she was healed.
She exercised profound faith to receive her healing.
Christian tradition included reports from the Jewish-Christian Church in Acts, the
"Leviticus 15: 25.
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Catholic tradition and the Protestant churches in their belief regarding healing. From the
initial Questionnaires that was completed reports from the United Methodist Church,
Pentecostal, Assembly of God, and the Nondenominational traditions acknowledge their
beliefand practice in faith healing.
Two reports were shared with the participants concerning the Catholic's belief in
faithhealing. One report was given from Dr. Mark Ellingsen's book, Reclaiming OurRoots:
An Inclusive Introduction to Church History. It was explained to the participants that Dr.
Ellingsen is currently a professor at the Interdenominational Theological Center, in Atlanta,
Georgia. He wrote about the seven sacraments of the Roman Catholic tradition; extreme
unction was one sacrament. In that tradition the extreme unction is the laying onofhands and
praying for the sick. "Extreme unction-the anointing of the sick for the purposes of
invoking divine-sanction for the healing (the original purpose of the sacrament)-seems to
have been practiced at least as early as the third century...As a biblical basis for the practice,
one might appeal to James 5: 14-15."12
Unit Four stressed the methods Jesus and the apostles utilized in their healing
ministry. A Biblical frame ofreference was applied to confirm the validity of using these
methods in deliverance and healing of the oppressed. Jesus is the role model subsequently
for all who will engage in practicing a ministry in liberating the oppressed. It was addressed
to the participants that Jesus used various means to heal the sick such as the method oftouch,
saying, and commanding. One example was given ofthe leper who asked to be cleansed.
Historv Vni,™. 1 (V ' i'Llfe^ Early Church'" ^claiming Our Roots: An Introduction to Church
History, Volume 1 (Pennsylvania: Trinity Press International, 1999), 87.
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"When he was come down tan the mountain, great multitudes followed him, and
behold a leper came and worshiped him saytog, ^rd, ifyou are willing, you can make me
clean.' Then Jesus put out his hand and touched him saying, "I am willing, becleansed,' and
Jesus said, "show yourself to the priest, and offer the gift that Moses commanded, as a
testimony to them."13
ThewomanwimfteissueofbloodtookmeinitiativeintouchingJesus'ga.mentand
as she did her healing was manifested. The garment was used as a point ofcontact for the
woman to exercise faith in receiving her miracle.
Two examples ofusing the method of touch were identified for the participants to
undemand that faith is the key mat made a demand on the virtue ofGod for eaeh miracle.
The poin, ofcontact for both the leper and the woman was through touch.
It was important for the participants to know 4a, believers can have the same
anointing to heal the sick by utilizing different methods as Jesus did. The apostles in Acts
3:1- .0, were an example to the participants ofbeUevers operating in me gift ofhealing, the
gift of faith, and miracles to liberate someone held captive by a spin, ofinfirmity since his
moto'swound. The man a, thegateofthe temple, which is called Beautiful, did not come
to me temple to receive his healing, he came to beg for alms. Instead, he had an encounter
withPeterandJohn who commanded himtolooka, mem. Peter ,old him what no, to expect
from them and proceeded to give a command for him to receive his healing.
Then Peter said, "Silver and gold I do no, have, bu, wha, I do have I give to you. In
menameofjesus Chris, ofNazareft, rise up and walk....he took him by the right hand and
l3Luke 5: 12-16.
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lifted him up, and immediately his feet and ankle bones received strength. So he, leaping up,
stood and walked and entered the temple with them-walking, leaping, and praising
God....all the people saw him walking and praising God."14 The author explained to the
participants that the ministry ofhealing is a means to expand the Kingdom ofGod through
evangelism. As healings occur the news spread, and the Kingdom of God is advanced.
Healing prayers were discussed from a book researched by the author titled, The
ea ing rayer by Mahesh Chavda. This author discusses the authority of
the Christian believer, and he believes «.. .the authority to operate in the ministry ofhealing
is delegated to us by Christ. The anointing of the Spirit is the key, the secret behind the
power of the ministry of Jesus. All his preaching and teaching as well as his healings and
other miracles were done under the anointing of the Holy Spirit.'- Healing prayers are
requests made specifically to God for healing.
Smith Wigglesworth, a nineteenth century minister spoke these words, "The Word
can drive every disease away from your body. Healing is your portion in Christ, who himself
is our bread, our life, our all in all...There is healing through the blood of Christ and
deliverance for every captive. God never intended his children to live in misery because of
some affliction that comes directly from the Devil."16
The author explained to the participants that the last two units would give some ideas
howtoinitiateaministryofhealing in the church or a Para-church ministry. A briefsession
'"Acts 3: 2-9. [
^^
for questions and answers was allowed, followed by a ten-minute break with refreshments.
Third Seminar Session
Thethirdsessionbeganwit^^^
Five introduced a contemporary and former faith healer who has practiced faith healing for
years withsuccess. One suchperson is Mahesh Chavda a pastor, theologian, and evangelist,
who moves in the gifts of healings, faith and miracles. The author explained to the
participants that these power gifts are most often given to the evangelists as the Spirit wills.
Pastor Mahesh Chavdais from Charlotte, North Carolina, andhe is the pastor ofAll Nation
Church. He and his ministry team have been responsible for leading more than 700,000
people to Christ global.
Pastor Chavda gave five keys to releasing the anointing for healing in his book, The
Hidden Pover ofHealing Prayer these five keys are: (1) Focus on the finished work of
Christ, (2) Proclaim the Word ofGod without compromise, (3) plead the blood ofJesus, (4)
invoke the name of Jesus, and (5) rely on the mercy of God." He stated, "You will no.
become»«P«overnight in ministering Ae touch ofhealing....as you are open to minister
this healing touch, this consciousness ofhis presence will start to grow.""
Theparticipantswereencouragednottobecomediscouragedifsomeoneisnothealed
visiblywhenthey are prayed for, but remember to prayin faith, that is without doubting, and
allow God to hea! as desired. The first step has to be taken as in any other ministry, to lay
hands onandpraytheprayeroffaith for healing. Theauthor stressed the importance ofbeing
persistent once you have begun to pray for the sick. Some healings are instant, other times
7Mahesh Chavda, 108-114.
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they may have to be prayed for more than one. Jesus prayed for the blind man a. Bettsaida
more than once for him to receive his sight according to Mark 8: 22-25.
Kathryn Kuhlman, a former evangelist and faith healer began her teaching ministry
on the Holy Spirit. She was made aware ofpeople being healed in her ministry by a woman
whoclaimedtobehealed as Kathryn Kuhlman was preaching the Word. This unit addressed
three meftods to heal the sick, the Word ofGod, prayer, and the laying on ofhands.
Unit Six in the manual was the final unit addressed in the seminar. It included
hindrances to the anointing for heahng, how to increase the anointing, how to initiate a
ministry of healing, case studies, testimonies, clues to success from Charles and Frances
Hunter's healing ministry, and notes on prophetic healing.
Following each seminar session a time was allowed for questions and answers. A
written evataation was no, completed pre or post seminar; verbally the participants
responded favorably and stated they woukl return for the next sessions. The participants




This Chapter highlights the process by which clergy and laity began the
transformation to be empowered in establishing a faith healmg ministry in the church or
through a Para-church ministry. This dissertation examined myresearch and observations in
regards to faith healing and why there has been a lack ofhealing in some of our Protestant
churches. From the data obtained most of our Protestant churches have not been educated
and trained in utilizing the gifts of the Spirit, nor taught how to heal and bring spiritual
renewal through prayer.
The following pages are the evaluation and reflection ofthe Faith Healing Seminars
that were conducted using the manual written by the author titled, Faith Healing Ministry:
A Christian Education Modelfor Clergy and Laity.
The research method used in this study was primarily pro-active. The researcher
engaged in and activelyparticipated in the study. The intent was for communityinvolvement
utilizing clergy and laity from different denominations not randomly selected. Therefore,
surveys were mailed to clergy and laity known by the researcher.
The Pro-Active Results
The evaluation instrument used was a Questionnaire Survey (see Appendix A). The
first instrument was a form that was distributed to clergy and laity ofvarious denominations
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to provoke awareness concerning the ministry offaith healing, and to request participation
during the seminars. A letter accompanied the survey explaining the future faith healing
seminars, their purpose, and to request participation in completing the tool as well as an
invitation to attend the seminars. Eighteen surveys were mailed out to twelve clergy and six
laity members. Not one survey was returned to the researcher. Twelve more surveys were
given out persons to clergy and laity and eight ofthose were returned. Seven clergy and
one layperson returned the Questionnaire Survey (see Appendix A).
Some ofthe respondents evaluated the initial
survey to be too detailed, lengthy, and
somewhat complicated. It was four and one-half pages in length, and detailed enough to
answer some questions that were believed to be important in preparing for the seminars.
The survey was redone to one page in length and the questions asked were briefand
sufficient to satisfy the researcher (see Appendix B).
The goals ofthe researcher for the Project/Dissertation were:
1 • To raise the awareness ofthe need for a faith healing ministry to be intentional in the
church or Para-church ministry.
2. T^til^amanualdevelopedbytheresearcherasatooltoeducate/trainclergyand
laity in faith healing.
3. Seminars to be conducted to empower clergy and laity to practice faith healing.
Awareness concerning the need for faith healing to be an active ministry in the church
or Para-church ministry was raised for pastoral reflection and action.
The Results of the Project Evaluated
Out ofthirty present for the seminars, sixteen were actually able to participate in
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all ofthe seminars. They filled out the post Questionnaire Survey, (see Appendix C)
because they were the test group. Three pastors completed the evaluation form, and their
responses are stated below:
1 • More knowledge was gained during the seminars.
2. One pastor was able to accept the ministry ofhealing as a divine call for her.
3. Another pastor was encouraged to continue the practice of faith healing.
Five ministers completed the Questionnaire Survey, (see Appendix B) and a statement
was reported from each ofthe five ministers:
1. I received awareness to the possibilities ofGod healing the sick.
2. It was a refreshing of the scriptures, and uplifting ofmy faith.
3. I received a greater understanding ofwhat God wants me to do in the healing
ministry.
4. A family member was united to Christ and the church during the altar call.
5. The Faith Healing Ministry manual is very informational and a quick reference on
healing.
Some responses from the laity who participated in the seminars and completed the
Questionnaire Survey:
1 • The seminars highly benefitted me because it helps to restore and revitalize health.
2. During the seminars it was a benefit to see people healed and set free.
3. The seminars refreshed me and my faith was lifted.
4. I can walk in divine healing.
5. It has changed my life and my way ofthinking.
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6. The seminars opened my heart more to God.
7. The seminars encouraged me to pray for people for their healing.
8. I was encouraged to do street ministry to heal broken and sick people.
9. The seminars has made me a better person, and I can do anything through the
Lord.
10. The seminars helped me to understand some things about the Word ofGod.
11. One participant stated this is my first seminar, and did not complete the form.
Healing Ministry Manual to Teach and Train Others
In preparation for the project the author sent out questionnaires to local pastors
and minister, From the initial questionnaires mailed none were returned to participate in
the faith healing seminars. This signified to the author that those asked could possibly be
influenced by former reformers, who believed the gifts of the Spirit and miracles ceased
after the first to the third century. This claim by church reformers nuther supports the
author's claim that clergy and lay members oftheir congregations have not been taught
and trained in the area ofhealing due to the cessation theory.
Flora Slosson Wuellner theorized that pastors and church leaders are not prepared
through prayer with the gifted or the shadow sideofinner healing. The author agreed with
Flora's theory. Lack of exposure to the ministry ofhealing and what it entails may be the
reason for fewer pastors and laypersons actually being involved in this type ofministry.
Howeve^byutilizingFaith Dominion and Greater Holy Unity the project was completed.
How the Goals Were Achieved
There were sixteen participants who were involved in toe seminars, but .he
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Questionnaire Surveys addressing the need were sent to a total ofthirty clergy and laity. Out
of the thirty surveys mailed or given out, eight returned to researcher stating they felt a
hea.ingmimstrywouldbenefi.mechurch.AUr^nden.sdesiredtoparticipa.einaministry
of healing. Those who did not return their surveys were mainly from the Full Gospel
denomination, from Nondenominational churches, and the remainder were Baptists. Two
pastors didnotreceivetheir survey and letter because theywere mailed to the wrongaddress.
The awareness for retrieving the ministry offaith healing as an intentional ministry
in the Christian Church was raised through the Questionnaire Surveys, and a letter to request
their support to participate in the project. The participation was not what the researcher
expected. I, was an expectation that more pastors and laity would be involved because there
were over two hundred mat participated in the preliminary healing seminars in 2006, a year
before the project was done.
TheFa,rt HealingMinistryManual (see Appendix D) was purposeful in being used
asateachingandtrainmgtoolforclergyandlaity.Itwas effective formeseminar^andmose
who purchased the manual will be able to use i, as a quick reference and study guide.
Everyone who participated purchased the Faith Healing Ministry Manual, and a book by
Charles and Frances Hunter on Ho* to Heal the Sick, along with their Study Guide.
Lastly, the seminars were conducted to fulfill the goals: to empower clergy and laity
by demonstrating how to initiate a healing ministry that is simple and effective, for the
church or Para-church ministry. The final goal was demonstrated through healing the sick.
Those present were in large numbers, but only sixteen had been participants in me project.
One lady who received healing prayer, received her sight. Although her healing was no.
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made known to us at the time the prayer went forth, she was healed as confessed by her at
a later date. Individuals came to the altar and received prayer for different ailments. The
laying on ofhands, anointing with oil, and prayer for the sick went forth. At times, God gave
a prophetic word that someone had been healed. The methods used were no means
conclusive, but effective in beginning to initiate a ministry offaith healing. Some received
emotional healing because the power ofGod was present to heal them, and they confessed
God had released some burdens from them.
Strength and Weaknesses of Sessions
The strengths ofthe sessions was the bringing together ofthose who desired to have
an active faith healing ministry in collaborating together. The sessions were for a time to
impart thedesire to retrieve faith healing for the church as an intentional ministry. It allowed
for theological reflection and maybe a pastoral response to action for the few who
participated. Clergy and laity from two churches were asked to participate in theprojectand
they were the test group.
Time was a big factor in preparation ofthe project. There was not sufficient time to
train those to assist me in using the evaluation tool. The weakness of the sessions was the
lack of pastoral participation, because the decision to have such a ministry involves the
pastors. The sessions were only for a period ofsix weeks. Sessions over a period ofseveral
months may have been conducive to more pastors participating. The researcher did not
follow through with sending other letters or calling those who were initially asked to
participate. Instead, decided to use members iron, her church and from a sister church to
reduce the incidence ofinconsistent participation. Another weakness identified was the fact
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that some participants did no. fill ou, their survey completely. More assistants could have
been available to bring clarity to those who had questions in filling out the fonns.
Researcher would change some things if the project were done over. Pastors would
be asked to have a personal interview with the researcher. I. would take no longer than an
hour and i, would be brief enough no, to bore them, but a. the same time aUow for
theological reflection, apastoral response, and some action. A. the time ofinterview, pastors
wouldbeaskedtosignaformconfirmingtheiravailabiiitytoparticipateinmeprojecsome
of the material presented would be based on knowledge obtained from denominational
history. If there is no, a healing ministry in the church, bu, history reports otherwise, then
somequestionsmaybeaskedregardingthelackofsuchministryinthechurchatthepresen,
time. The questions may be as follows: "Are you in.eres.ed in having an intentional healing
mmis^myOurchurch?Howcanmeministryofhealingberetrievedforyourchurch?"The
seminars ,o educate and tain would be held, bu. they would be stretched over three to six
months for better evaluation ofthe project. More people would be trained in the evaluation
process to handle a larger number ofparticipants.
Reflection Regarding the Model in the Manual for Other People to See
The researcher believed the FaUk Healing Manual (see Appendix D) is a Christian
education mode, for other people to become knowledgeable of the need to engage in
theological reflection; which should initiate
some response to action. They can make a
decision to have such a ministry or refuse to be involved i
in such a task. The model is very
tures and
basic and i, includes conversation partners such as: Christian tradition, the Scriptv
somechurchhistory.meexpenenceofindividualsinmefaimcommuni^aswellasculmre.
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"The method oftheological reflection describes how the conversation among our religious,
our experience, and our cultural life proceeds. This dynamic moves from listening, to
assertion, ^ pastoral response.'" The researcher chose to include voices from the past as well
as contemporary voices to listen to their "experience and insight"2 regarding faith healing.
Assertionisarequirement because it maybe necessary to»set aside his or herposition; there
maybe other times when assertion demands holding firmly to aposition even in the face of
valid and significant opposition. But the more characteristic assertive stance is to
acknowledgethevalid^^
resolution, one which respects the core values of both parties even as it requires mutual
accommodation."3
The researcher realized that the manual would require negotiation to establish an
agreed upon solution for those in some Christian tradition who do not believe that healing
and the other Spiritual gifts are to be used in the church today. The manual supports the
researcher'sownideasandvaluesandisexpressedpositively.Itmaybeachallengeforsome
to engage in collaboration for mutual agreement for the sake ofothers, but the manual is to





INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY FORM
















Status and year of licensing-ordination
Practical Consideration*
1
2. Describe your involvement.
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°r denomination * this ministry?
4.
Are you willing to consider having a ministry ofhealing in your church










envelop is included. Mymailing address is: retUm address """I"*1
Faith Dominion World Healing Ministries
Gwen A. Washington













"* W°UM be"ef" *» a healing ministry? Why or
3
4.




6. What do you expect to gain from attending these seminars? Please explain.






Project Director: Gwen A. Washington
APPENDIX C
POST SEMINAR: FAITH HEALING PROJECT QUESTIONNAIRE
SURVEY
1. What benefit has the faith healing seminars been to you? Please explain.
2. Do you see yourselfworking in your church on the healing team or working i
Para-church ministry? (A ministry outside your church.), flease explain
3. What were the positive results ofthe seminars? Please explain.
4.






Project Director: Gwen A. Washington
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APPENDIX D
FAITH HEALING MINISTRY MANUAL
Faith Healing Ministry: A Christian Education Modelfor Clergy and Laity
Introduction
To see the body ofChrist healed is a passion for me. I have been involved in the ministry of
healing since 1989. It always enhances my faith to see God's grace manifested through the
ministry of healing. Through this ministry there has been testimonies concerning the
faithfulness ofGod in healing different afflictions; spirit, mind, and body. Thismanual titled:
Faith Healing Ministry: A Christian Education Model for Clergy and Laity will be
comprised of: "Christian tradition: our religious heritage, embracing both the Sacred
Scriptures and the long history ofchurch tradition.. .the experience ofindividual Christians
and the collective experience offaith communities as voices essential to the conversation."1
The third conversation partner in this model will be contemporary theologians, and medical
science. Luke was a physician, but he believed in miracles, because he gave many accounts
of the healings that Jesus and the apostles performed in the book ofLuke and Acts. God is
the same yesterday, today, and forever.
Many people are under the care of a physician, and they need to continue their medical
regime until it is confirmed that God has healed them. Never be responsible for telling any
person they are healed, let them tell you. Ask them to return to their physician to get it
confirmed, if they are under a physician's care.
Reverend Canon Mark A. Pearson, is co-leader ofNew Creation Healing Center in Plaistow,
New Hampshire. He holds a Master ofTheology degree from the University ofOxford, and
a doctorate in church history from Boston University, expresses his belief in different
methods to be healed. Dr. Pearson is author of Christian Healing: A Practical and
Comprehensive Guide. He states, "Prayer for healing does not discount other healing
methods. The center features a doctor of osteopathy, a massage therapist, counselors,
chaplains and prayer teams. In the future, the organization will offer a residential component
to its treatment options."
1 James and Evelyn Whitehead, "Pastoral Reflection: A Model and a Method," Method in









Jesus ministry included healing the sick. He caxne to preach and to heal. Luke 4:18-19
The Spirit ofthe Lord is upon me, because He has anointed
me to preach the gospel to the poor. He has sent me to heal
the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind. To set at liberty those who
are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year 8
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believers we possess the power of God through the Holy Spirit to forgive sins and heal
diseases.
Reverend Nigel Mumford, director of healing ministry at Christ the King Spiritual Life
Center in Greenwich, New York states, "For some reason, the healing ministryhas had a bad
rap. Because of scandals involving television evangelists, most Americans discount prayer
for healing as nothing more than wishful thinking. Some Christians are trying to restore
dignity to the notion that Jesus is a healer. In 2003, he spoke to more than 400 physicians at
John Hopkins Medicine in Baltimore."11
Christian education is necessary to retrieve the ministry of faith healing with integrity and
accountability. There is now suspicion and fear because ofprevious faith healing ministries
that has discredited the ministry ofhealing through deception and fraudulent acts. Healing
is in the redemptive plan ofChrist for humanity. It is one way Christ interacts with humanity
to bring liberation to their situation. It is included in the atoning sacrificial offering ofChrist
at Calvary.
The Faith Healing Ministry: A Christian Education Model for Clergy and Laity will assist
to teach and train clergy and lay persons how to develop a healing ministry in their church
or Para-church ministry. It will also include various methods to utilize in practice. The
Sacred Scriptures will come from the New King James Version unless otherwise stated.
UNIT ONE
FAITH SPEAKS TO YOUR SITUATION
It is necessary to look at the ministry ofJesus as our model for Christian Education. Biblical
narratives will be used. It is important that we discuss faith as a theme in this unit, because
faith is important in receiving from the Lord. Hebrews 11:6 states, "And withoutfaith it is
impossible toplease God,for whoever would approach Him must believe thatHe exists and
that He rewards those who seek Him." (NRSV) Works is also a theme in the narratives
concerning the things that Jesus did. Coming from a biblical perspective, there will be
scripture references to reflect on faith and works to further our understanding concerning
these themes. Works means effort, deeds, toil, an act, or labor.12 Jesus was teaching His
disciples and He emphasized to them the importance ofhaving faith. It is so powerful even
for the believer in the twenty-first century.
The boy in Mark 9:17-29, had seizures and he was brought by his dad to Jesus' disciples
11 Jen Waters, "Healing Through Prayer: Christians Work to Rely on Jesus as the Great
Physicians," The Washington Times (Washington: News World Communications, Inc., 2006), 1.
12 Strong's, Concordance, 102.
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for his deliverance from a spirit that made him have the seizures. The dad said the son was
not able to speak, he foams at the mouth, and he described how the spirit throws the child
on the ground and cast him into fire and water. Jesus rebuked the disciples for their lack of
faith in delivering the boy. He also rebuked the unclean spirit that was tormenting the boy
day and night. Jesus commanded the spirit to come out ofthe bov. He wanted to know how
long had it been happening. The dad answered and said since childhood. He proceeded to ask
Jesus to help them and have pity on his son.
Mark 9: 23: Jesus said to him, "Ifyou are able, all things can be donefor the one who
believes." (NRSV)
Mark 9:23: Jesus said to him, "Ifyou can believe, all things arepossible to him fthem) who
believes."
Mark 9: 25: ...He rebuked the unclean spirit, saying to it, "You spirit that keeps this boy
from speaking and hearing, I commandyou, come out ofhim, and never enter him again.
This is an interesting narrative because it demonstrates Jesus casting out evil spirits that
torments children. Some things are not treated with medical or surgical intervention, but by
the authority of Christ, and with the power ofthe Holy Spirit.
Hebrews 11:1: "Nowfaith is the substance ofthings hopedfor, the evidence ofthings not
seen." Faith: the Greek word for faith ispistis: beliefand trust.13 Faith is also confidence and
assurance. Faith is being fully persuaded, as in the case ofAbraham when God told him that
he would be a father ofmany nations; at the time he was childless, Romans 4:17-20. This
is the confidence we need to have in order to walk by faith, and not by sight, 2 Corinthians
5:7.
The Greek word for substance is hupdstasis which mean essence, and support. Hupostasis:
a stand-in under. The quality of confidence which leads one to stand under, endure, or
undertake anything, 2 Corinthians 9: 4, 11: 17; Hebrews 3: 14. In Hebrews 11:1 it
signifies substance.14
Hoped is elpizo (Greek word), to expect or confide: trust. In 1 Corinthians 15:19, we have
hoped in Christ. The preposition expresses that Christ is not simply the ground upon whom,
but the sphere and element in whom the hope is placed. Hope is the expectation of a future
good.15 What does it mean to hope for something?
13 James Strong and John R. Kohlenberger, 111 The New Strong's Expanded Exhaustive
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Case Study: The Importance of Faith for Healing
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pnest to be involved in this. Now it is fairly
in
The disciples are called to proclaim Jesus' ultimate victory over
the power of evil, to witness to His abiding presence, and to lead
the world toward the recognition of the love ofGod. In Matthew's
view, Christians find their true identity when they are involved in
mission, in communicating to others a new way of life a new
interpretation ofreality and of God.. ,."29 Thus there is,' in Jesus
ministry, no tension between saving from sin and saving from
physical ailment, between the spiritual and the social.30
the brokenness ofhuman relationship.''31
The Scriptures will be utilized throughout the Christian Education Healing Manual but it is
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METHODS USED FOR HEALING
Some method t»c,.« mrf| in his minhtry
Jesus heals a leper by touch (Mark 1: 40-45; Luke 5:12-16)
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Acts 3: 1: Now Peter and John went up together to the temple at the hour ofprayer, the
ninth hour.
Acts 3: 2: And a certain man lamefrom his mother's womb was carried whom they laid
daily at the gate ofthe temple, which is called Beautiful, to ask almsfrom those who entered
the temple.
Acts 3:3: Who seeing Peter andJohn about to go into the temple, askedfor alms.
Acts 3:4: Andfixing his eyes on him with John, Peter said, "Look at us."
Acts 3: 5: So he gave his attention, expecting to receive somethingfrom them.
Acts 3:6: Then Peter said, "Silver and gold Ido not have, but what Ido have Igive you. In
the name ofJesus Christ ofNazareth, rise up and walk."
Acts 3:7: And he tookhim by the right hand and lifted him up, and immediately hisfeet and
ankle bones received strength.
Acts 3:8: So he, leaping up, stood and walked and entered the temple with them—walking,
leaping, andpraising God.
Acts 3: 9: And all thepeople saw him walking andpraising God.
The lame man had an infirmity (chronic ailment, weakness, helplessness), and he was a
beggar who looked to those who attended the temple to supply his needs. Peter empowered
by the Holy Spirit demanded effort by the lame man. Peter commanded him to rise and walk
in the name ofJesus. He obeyed, and was healed miraculously by the power of God.
7. Healing by words or command (Acts 32-35)
Aeneas was healed from his chronic ailment by the power ofGod through the spoken Word.
Acts 9: 32: Now as it came to pass, as Peter went through allparts ofthe country that he
also came down to the saints who dwelt in Lydda.
Acts 9: 33: There hefound a certain man named Aeneas, who had been bedridden eight
years and was paralyzed.
Acts 9:34: AndPeter said to him, "Aeneas. Jesus the Christ heals you. Arise andmake vour
bed." Then he arose immediately.
Acts 9: 35: So all who dwelt at Lydda and Sharon saw him and turned to the Lord.
We are not told that Aeneas was a Christian, but he was familiar with the Christian teaching.
When Peter spoke, "Aeneas, Jesus the Christ heals you. Arise and makeyou bed." Aeneas
was not able to make his bed for eight years, in doing so it did demonstrated his cure.
Healing Prayers
8. Healing prayers are used by contemporary faith healers to pray through to get results,
according to Mahesh Chada, a former Hindu, in The Hidden Power ofHealing Prayer. "We
know that our authority to operate in the ministry of healing is delegated to us by Christ.
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"The anointing ofthe Spirit is the key; the secret behind the power ofthe ministry ofJesus.
All His preaching and teaching, as well as His healings and other miracles were done under
the anointing ofthe Holy Spirit."36
You have to set the atmosphere for the release of the healing anointing; through
acknowledging Jesus Christ as Lord and healer; and coming into His presence with
thanksgiving and holy worship. At the moment you discern you are in the presence of the
Lord, call for those who need to be healed. The Spirit will manifest the healing anointing
(power) to heal as we move out in faith to touch God's people.
Healing by anointing with oil and prayer (James 5: 14-16
9. James said call for the elders of the church and they are to pray the prayer of faith
anointing the sick with oil. The elders may be clergy or a mature person in Christ to pray for
the sick.
James 5:14: Is anyone amongyou sick? Let him callfor the elders ofthe church, and let
them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name ofthe Lord.
James 5:15: And theprayer offaith will save the sick, and the Lord will raise him up. And
ifhe has committed sins, he will beforgiven.
James 5: 16: Confess your trespasses to one another, andprayfor one another, that you
may be healed. The effective, ferventprayer ofa righteous man avails much.
10. Using the name of Jesus to heal is operating in authority.
It is our duty to pray for the sick as believers. Our prayers are to be powerful in faith, without
doubting. We are to pray for God to heal the body regardless ofthe affliction, just as we pray
for God to heal a soul in spite of their lifestyle. There is power in using the name of Jesus.
As we utilize the authority Christ has imparted to us we will be effective in our ministry of
healing.
Acts 4:10: Peter said, "Let it be known to you all and to all the people ofIsrael that by the
name ofJesus Christ ofNazareth whom God raised from the dead; by him this man stands
here before you whole."
Acts 4:11: This is the stone which was rejected byyou builders, which has become the chief
cornerstone.
Acts 4: 12: Nor is there salvation in any other, for there is no other name under heaven
given among men by which we must be saved.
36 Mahesh Chayda, "Entering the Miracle Dimension/' The Hidden Power ofHealing Prayer: The
ofThe Laying on ofHands (Pennsylvania: Destiny Image Publishers, Inc., 2001), 89, 84.Healing Anointing j
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Smith Wigglesworth was a nineteenth century minister who moved powerfully in the gifts
ofhealings, he asked a question and gave the answer. "How is it possible to minister the gifts
ofhealing considering the peculiarities there are in the churches and the many evil powers
ofSatan that confront us and possess bodies?" He answered with this comment, "The person
who wants to go through with God and exercise the gifts of healing has to be a person of
longsuffering, always having a word ofcomfort. Longsuffering is a grace Jesus lived in and
moved in. He was filled with compassion, and God will never be able to move us to help the
needy until we reach that place."37
I will share some methods contemporary faith healers utilize today through the power ofGod
to heal the sick. Remember, Jesus is ourmodel for ministering deliverance and healing. Most
people who flow in the gifts are not taught a specific method in healing as much as they are
led to be sensitive to the Holy Spirit, that is, to follow the Spirit's guidance. Healings and
miracles come from God alone.
This next unit will give clergy and laity some methods used by others who have been
effective in the ministry ofhealing.
UNIT FIVE
SOME KEYS TO ESTABLISHING A FAITH HEALING MINISTRY
Releasing the Healing Anointing
The Church has the anointing to set people and cities and nations free, but just like Elijah
when he was running from Jezebel, we are hiding in the cave. Just as the Lord confronted
Elijah in the cave, he asks us, "What are you doing here? The people are broken and
hurting." He who anointed and commissioned us, wants us to take His Word, His love, His
compassion, His grace, and His mercy to the nations. As the Father has sent me, I also send
you."38
1. Focus on the finished work of Christ. A divinely ordained exchange took place on
Calvary, wherein Christ took our sins, shame, poverty, curse, and sickness for humankind
to be made whole.
2. Proclaim the Word of God, without compromise. Luke 4: 18, reveals to us that Jesus
came to preach and to heal. The Word ofGod demonstrates how effective a healing ministry
can be to liberate the sick.
37 Smith Wigglesworth, The Master's Healing Presence Bible, 958.
38 Mahesh Chavda, 107.
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agreement according to Matthew 18:19. Again Isay toyou that iftwo ofyou agree on earth
concerning anything that they ask, it will be donefor them by my Father in heaven.
His prayers were answered. Bythe end ofMarch, 2004 he had full time employment. Arthur
was able to discontinue taking the medicines for diabetes, cholesterol, and finally for his
blood pressure after a few months. His healing came through persistent prayers, medical
treatment, reduction of stress, diet change, and exercise.
Charles and Frances Hunter are authors and international conference speakers who have a
school to teach and train others on how to heal the sick. In their book on How to Heal the
Sick, they emphasize the importance ofseeing the diseases back on Jesus. He took all ofour
diseases on himself at Calvary through the lashings with the thirty-nine stripes. Their
scripture reference is: Isaiah 53:5: But He was woundedfor our transgressions, He was
bruisedfor our iniquities, the chastisement ofourpeace was upon Him, andwith His stripes
we are healed.47
Mass Healings from the Ministry of Charles and Frances Hunter (passages from their
work)
Backs, necks and knees are three areas ofthe bodywith which a lot ofpeople have problems.
When we feel the Spirit leading us to minister in groups, we call everyone forward who has
a problem in whatever area the Spirit has revealed to us will be healed at that time. We line
them up shoulder to shoulder and then give a word of explanation as to what is going to
happen.
We use the principle of laying hands on the sick, and faith in action. We tell them we are
going to lay hands on their necks (or knees) and as soon as we do, we ask them to move then-
necks vigorously as soon as we have touched them. We have often noticed that the healing
occurs as soon as their faith goes into action, and we also notice that those who do not move
their necks do not receive their healing.
We have seen over one hundred people with neck problems healed at one time. The same
thing happens to knees whenpeople put their faith into action. This can happen in almost any
type ofdisease. One night we saw more than two hundred people healed ofarthritis all at the
same time. A sound came over the auditorium like bones cracking, as the arthritis was
healed.48
Some Clues to Success from Charles and Frances Hunter
47 Charles and Frances Hunter, How to Heal the Sick (Pennsylvania: Whitaker House, 1981) 86.
48 Ibid., 124.
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APPENDIX E
HEALTH ISSUES IN MINISTRY CONTEXT
The health issues complied is a report fan Louisville Metro HeaKh Department
UniversityLouisville School ofPublic Health and Information Science,. Here is a high
incident ofcancer in the s*te ofKentucky. „ has been known as the tobacco state and there
has been many individua! who have smoked tern chi.dhood to their senior years. Some
variouspatientsbythe author.™, is usually a good rea™ to teach on breaking the habit
Asaeteachinggoesfothabouttheeffec^fsmokingonindividualsthemajonrywiMsay,
the significance of smoking with compromised lung, kidneys, hear, disease, and diabetes
increases the liMhood of ftnher major complications, labile blood sugar with periphenU
vasc^ardisease.andmghbloodpressure.Tnedataobtoedwasi.npor.antforu.eresearcher
<o assess the diseases that have b«n problematic for the popuMon identified. From
professional and persona, experience there has no, been a cure for ft. diseases mentioned,
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Environmental Cancer Perspectives on Local Concerns
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meftodsoftheanalysis maybe directed ,„ Dr. Tim A,drich a, the College ofPublic Healu,
are solely responsible for the content and format ofthis data.
Death Rates in the Louisville Metro
Totalnumberofdeath » ^uisviUe Metro m 2003 was 7,107.1.w rate from all
causes was a liWe lower than the nae for the Commonwealth of Kentucky (992 5) bu,
subs.an.iany higher man ft. rate for me Mnon (832.7) per^ ^^^^
African Americans the age.adjus.ed death rate from all causes was ,238.7, which was 30.3
percent higher than the rate for Louisville Metro whites.
ThecategoryofdiseaseofmeheartwasmenumberonecauseofdeathinLouisville
Metro during 2003, accounting for 2,4% of al, deaths. The top four causes of death
(diseases of me hear,, lung, cancer, stroke, and chronic obstn,c<ive puhnonaty disease,
accoun. for more than half ofthe deaths. Accident or unin.ennonal inJMy dea^s .njced
fifth followed by diabetes and colon cancer.
























stroke, chrome obstmctive puImona]y^
incidence ofmale deaths with these diseases.
Communicable Disease Prevention Services
The Communicable Disease Preven,ion includes epidemiology activities directed
^arddiseasesurveillance.preventionde.ec.io^ma^emen.a.dcontalofcommunicable
diseases throughout the community. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and Auto
famuneDefeiencySyndromeCATO^isaprevenmblediseasethathascapruredtheworld-s
attention, in response to the AIDS- Crises the LouisviHe Metro Department PubHc Health
and Welhess have eS^abIished an HIV/AIDS prevention program consisting of three
components.
1. Con™"nity education focusing on prevention.
2. Targeted prevention education for those practicing high risks behaviors.
3- Patient services including confidential and anonymous testing, counseling, and
partner notification.
T*e Specialty Clinic diagnoses and treats sexually transmitted diseases, which
includes syphilis, gonorrhea, ch,amydia, genita, warts, and others. Human rmmuno-
deficiency Virus testing is also offered in this clinic.'
Wellness Clinics
The Wellness CUnics are operated throughout the Metro Louisville area. As a
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registered nurse, the author has been operating Wellness Clinics for three months. Theyhave
been established and located in senior housing to offer services to the residents who may be
concerned about the regulation oftheir blood pressure, heart rate, heart rhythm and weight
gain, which could be indicative of congested heart failure. The nurse assesses for swelling
in the lower legs and discusses preventive health measures. Some simple instructions are:
decreasing salt in their diet to help regulate blood pressure, eating foods with potassium to
maintain regular heart rhythm, and avoiding foods high in Vitamin K ifon a blood thinner,
to reduce the likelihood ofdeveloping blood clots. Two records are kept, one is given to the
patient and is usually taken to their physician, and one is kept in the file cabinet for the nurse.
If there is a problem or any potential health issue their physician will be informed
immediately. If there should arise an emergency, 911 will be called.
The concern of the author is that clergy and laity need to be prepared to provide a
center of healing for those who are suffering chronically from debilitating diseases. Faith
HealingMinistry: A Christian Education Modelfor Clergy andLaity has been implemented
to assist in raising the awareness ofthe need, and to be a tool for theological reflection and
action.
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